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CENTRAL BIWNG STUDY PRESENTED--Harry Hamilton, left, an instructor in the computer science program at Murray
State University and a consultant with the Center for Regional Services there, recommended to members of the Murray
City Council last night that all city utilities convert to a centralized billing and collection agency. At right is Murray May
or
John E Scott.
Staff Photo bv Gent McCutche(n
Ford Says He Senses New
Era Of Firmness For U. S.
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Ford
said today he senses the United States may
be entering a new era of firmness, re-
sponding to challenges and being ready to
"stick with it" when faced with world
problems.
Partly by its actions in the Mayaguez af-
fair, he told European newsmen in a White
House interview, the nation Is resisting a
tendency to drift into neo-isolationism and
is prepared "to act decisively."
The President acknowledged that at
times the United States hos isolationist
tendencies. He traced recent polls reflec-
ting this mood to Vietnam, but added:
"The American people are getting out
from under that trauma."
On other matters, Ford made these ob-
servations:
-He rejects congressional suggestions
that detente is tilted in favor of the Soviet
Union. "I strongly disagree with that
viewpoint," the President said, and those
who assert it "are not correct."
Where points of friction arise with the
Soviet Union, he said, "we intend to be
very firm, but detente gives us an op-
portunity to be flexible."
Ford said he believed he and Soviet •
leader Leonid I. Brezhnev would have to
personally make some of the final deci-
sions in the effort to reach a new Strategic
Arms Limitation Agreement.
He anticipated this would occur when
Brezhnev visits the United States,
"hopefully this fall."
-His impression is "that the Western
alliance is very strong and there is no
reason why it can't be made stronger
We do have to upgrade and modernize our
military capability in the alliance.
"Although I see problems in one or two
countries, internally, basically our allian-
ce is strong," the President said.
He said his trip to a NATO summit
meeting in Brussels next week is "aimed




Congress To Resume Work
On Money Bill After Break
WASHINGTON (AP) - After a 10-d
ay
recess, Congress will resume work o
n a $15
billion money bill that contains fu
nds for
several programs that aid mill
ions of
Americans hard hit by the recession
.
A dispute Thursday delayed final 
action
on the bill, which contains funds
 for unem-
ployment compensation, food 
stamps,
welfare, community services, 
veterans
services and numerous other fe
deral pro-
grams.
After the Memorial Day recess 
ends on
June 2, the House will tackle two
 other
major items on which it postponed 
action.
These are the energy conservation 
tax bill
and the attempt to override 
President
Ford's veto of the strip mining bill.
An effort to reach a compromise o
n the
money bill failed late Thursday 
when
House leaders failed to round up a 
quorum
of 218 members, falling 16 sho
rt. Many
members had already left for the re
cess by
then.
The bill is a supplemental 
ap-
propriations measure for the fiscal y
ear
that ends June 30.
Ref). Gedile-HT-Mation, D
-Tex.,
chairman of the House conferees 
on the
bill, said he understood the money 
for food
stamps and perhaps some other 
programs
might run out before the recess 
ends.
The dispute which delayed final pas
sage
of the bill centered on a $700 
million ap-
propriation for rehabilitation of 
the
nation's railroads.
The House voted Thursday 215 t
o 136 to
reject it completely. But the Senate 
coun-
tered with a 46-16 vote to insist 
on the
money and to ask for a new 
conference
committee with the House. 114 re
turned
,
the legislation to the House which 
was
unable to act because it could not rai
se a
quorum.
Mahon said the Senate provision simply
amounted to a $700 million handout to th
e
railroads.
But Senate sponsors of the grants 
said
the proposal would provide 30,000
 badly
needed jobs, that railroad beds were in 
bad
shape in many parts of the country 
and
getting worse, and that the federal govern
-
ment eventually was going to have t
o do




"As long as the United States 'does not
pull out and continues to be a strong part-
ner, the alliance will remain strong," Ford
said.
He said he recognizes problems between
Greece and Turkey over Cyprus, but he be-
lieves they can be solved. He said he was
encouraged that there were recent
meetings between the peittie ministers of
Greece and Turkey, and added he hoped to
meet with leader; of buth sides during the
upcoming Brussels centerlines.
-He feels the majority won by socialists
in Portuguese national elections, in whic
h
Communists gained only 15 per cent of the
vote, has "not had a significant impact on
those who control the government."
"I am concerned about the Communist
element and its influence in Portugal and
therefore Portugal's relationship with
NATO," Ford said. "It is a very serious
matter and I certainly will bring it up in
Brussels."
-He lauds Europeans for doing more to
conserve petroleum than the United
States.
"The Congress has failed very badly,"
Ford said. "They have done literally
r nothing to help meet ow- energy problem."
TODAY'S INDEX
Time Seethes







Deaths & Funerals 12
Dana McDougal Selected
Kentucky Little Miss-1975
Dana Michelle McDougal has been
notified by the executive director on behalf
of the board of directors of the National
Little Miss Pageant - 1975, Roanoke,
Virginia, that she has been selected to
serve as Kentucky Little Miss for 1975.
Michelle will represent the state of
Kentucky in the National Little Miss
Pageant to be held in Roanoke, Virginia,
June 26, 27, and 28.
Miss McDougal will be judged during the
pageant on natural charm, poise, and
personality while modeling a party dress,
a sportswear outfit and a long white dress.
Michelle will present Mayor Ray
Webber of Roanoke, Virginia, a Kentucky
Colonel certificate and a flag of the state of
Kentucky on. behalf of Governor Julian
catrull pl11141 pay held during th
e
pageant preliminaries. She will be
Occossional Clouds 
sponsored to the pageant by the Omicron
Alpha chapter of the Tau Phi Lambda
Partly cloudy to occasionally cloudy, 
sorority, Murray, the People's Bank,
warm and humid today through Saturday
, Murray, the Jaycees of Murray,
 and
with a chance of scattered showers and
 Taber's Body Shop, Murray.
thundershowers. Highs today and Satur- 
Miss McDougal is six years of age and is
day in the upper 80s. Lows tonight in 




Elementary School, Murray. She is the
Winds southerly five Co 15 miles per hour 
daughter of Carol McDougal,' resident of
- IsidaXagagIC 4511BR311%. 
11307 Pcylar, Murray, and employed by the
pucka tar =y, chance..  ;7=-----fsorasi Xria715eire(toprnent 
th
dershowers. 
- Mayfield, and Mike_McDougal, resid
ent-of
Precipitation chances 30 per cent today, 
South Fourth Street, Murray, employed by
labor's Body Shop, Murray
tonight and Saturday.
Dana Michelle McDougal
Michelle's grandparents arc, Mr. and






Rreatgramotr is Mrs. Eva Provine ,allofo:ray
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Central Billing For
City Said Feasible
Centralized billing for city utilities with
and "in-house" computer based system
support was the recommendation given to
the Murray City Council by Harry
Hamilton last night in his initial report on
a study to determine the feasibility of
consolidation of the billing and collection
activities of the municipal departments.
Hamilton, a consultant from the center
for regional services and instructor in the
computer science program at Murray
State University, told the council members
that such a system would be able to
provide all billing and collection data for
the municipal agencies as well as handle
city payrolls, tax assessments, budgetary
and accounting applications and provide
other management information support
for other municipal functions.
Hamilton presented a lengthy but very
informative outline of his feasibility study
which will be sent to members of the
council in a few days when it is completed.
Hamilton pointed out that the three city
utilities, Murray Natural Gas, Murray
Water & Sewer and Murray Electric,
presently have 63 meter-reading routes
covering 16,800 accounts t treating sewer
separately) and prepare 12,632 bills
monthly. He said that under centralized
billing and collection, the city could
consolidate the 63 routes into only four or
five routes and pare the number of ac-
counts and bills monthly down to about
6,000.
Most councilmen seemed to be in favor
of the proposal in its initial form but fur-
ther study of the final report was indicated
before the city fathers taken any action.
A committee headed by councilman Rex
Alexander was instructed to look further
into the proposal and report back to the
council at its next regular meet
ing.
The council was also informed





int on the con-
Bagwell Blvd.
dition of the street and alluding to
problems he has encountered in getting the
street repaired.
Street Department superintendent Lee
Bolen told the council that the only way t
o
correctly repair the street will be to tea
r
out 80 per cent of the present pavem
ent,
which is only three years old, and rewor
k
the street. Bolen said the Street Depart
-
ment is aware of the problem on the st
reet
and attempting to correct it.
Councilman Dave Willis presented a
revised estimate on repairs to the
bulldozer used at the city landfill. Willis
had previously requested revenue sharin
g
funds in the amount of $4,500 for repair on
the dozer. Willis said last night that the
firm doing the work has recommended
additional repairs that will bring the total
bill to $7,795.94. The council approied this
action after being informed that this
amount of repair was "normal.' for the
number of hours the dozer has been used.
The water and sewer committee was
authorized to advertise for bids on a new
well for the system. Superintendent John
Trotter said the new well woulti com-
plement the wells already in operation
within the system and would protect the
system in the event of any emergency at
one of the other wells.
School Board Approves
Budget; Pay. Increases
Increased taxes from a recent re-
evaluation of property statewide will be
used in part to fund a budget increase of
$96,421 for the Murray City Schools.
Supt. Fred Schultz said the board ap-
proved the budget recommendation of the
committee in charge, which calls for nine
per cent pay increases for all staff
members.
The additional revenue will come from
increases in local funds due to growth, as
well as the re-evaluation, and also ad-
ditional funds from the Foundation
Program.
The increase in expenditures will also be
used to provide a more comprehensive
educational program, with more in-
structional supplies for individualized
Instruction, and to cover increases in costs
due to inflation.
In other action at the regular meeting of
the board, four bids were approved for new
band instruments, totaling $2,458.60,
Schtiltz said.
A delegation from the Carter and
Robertson School PTA's appeared before
the board, expressing its strong suppor
t
for the educational programs at these
schools. The group expressed its
willingness to work locally and statewide
to improve the funding of education i
n
Kentucky, and also its willingness to
cooperate with the board.
The group expressed concern over the
possibility of loss of revenue in the event of
recruitment of some of the students by the
Murray University School.
Official notification was received of the
Comprehensive rating given Murray High
School in accreditation from the Kentucky
Department of Education, and Carter,
Robertson and Murray Middle were a
continued in good standing with an all
clear status.
Hollenbach Charges Carroll
With 'Peddling State Contracts'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Jefferson
County Judge Todd Hollenbach has
charged that Gov. Julian Carroll is "peddl-
ing state contracts" in return for cam-
paign contributions.
Hollenbach, who is vying with Carroll
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, said throughout his campaign
voters had asked him where Gov. Carroll's
money is coming from.
Hollenbach has only about a quarter the
campaign budget of his main opponent.
Hollenbach sai.khe suspects what was
happening but that until The Courier-
Journal published a story Thursday morn-
ing reviewing a possible link between cam-
paign contributions and the letting of a
state contract for golf carts, but didn't say
anything because he didn't have evidence.
The newspaper story reported that a
Western Kentucky man and his wife con-
tributed $5,000 to Carroll's campaign two
days after the state golf cart bids were
opened. They were awarded the contracts
11 days later.
Hollenbaeh said he believes many
people are aware of similar actions by
Carroll's administration, but are fearful of
corning forward because of possible
reprisal. The judge told newsmen at
Bowling Green, Covington and Louisville
and that he would ask state Atty. Gen. Ed
Hancock to appoint an independent in-
vestigator.
He said he would ask Hancock not to
handle the investigation since he also is
running for office ( lieutenant governor).
Hollenbach also said he will ask state
Auditor Mary Louise Foust to name an in-
dependent investigator she also is seeking
the gubernatorial nomination ) to review
all new contracts let by the state and all
contracts frozen and then relet.
Hollenbach said that regardless of who
wins the Democratic nomination for
governor, he will pursue his request for an
investigation.
Asked what he hopes to find out, he said
that "much of the money raised to sponsor
Julian Carroll's elaborate and lavish cam-
paign was by mortgaging the state to
special interests."
Hollenbach said he does think the
disclosure of his opponents' alleged ac-
tions will influence voters. "People are
looking for honesty and morality in
government," he said.
Carroll Depicts Hollenbach As
Inadequate For Governor's Job
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) - Trying to
mine more votes in his rival's home
territory, Gee Julian Carroll has depicted
Jefferson County Judge Todd Hollenbach
as inadequate for the job of governor.
He implied the 35-year-old administrator
lacks the maturity and knowledge needed
to run a state that employs 60,000 workers
and handles a $5 billion budget every two
years.
Furthermore, Carroll told a
businessrnens' luncheon Thursday, Hollen
-
bach does not even have a complete
program for Jefferson County.
The governor contended that he's the
only candidate who has said the University
of Louisville will be fully funded by the
state.
He also cited his recent sales tax exemp-
tion for purchases by cities and towns.
And, he said he has heard increasing
criticism by Jefferson Countians that they
can't get to see their chief executive.
In contrast, Carroll said, "I don't want to
be an isolated governor."
He said that as lieutenant governor he
also tried to be accessible. Even on the
campaign trail, he said, he will talk to
anyone who wants to talk to him, including
critics.
Carroll said he was "over-enthused" at
the reception he has been getting in this
area with 26 per cent of the population. But
he did not make any prediction about how
the county would go in next Tuesday's
Democratic primary.
He criticized Hollenbach for what he
said was a promise to solve the perennial
drainage probleia in southwest Jefferson
County - a pledge he sai,' has riot
materialized.
Carroll also told the Shively
businessmen that they would eventually
get a southwestern community colleath
recalling that his first two years of post-
high school education was at such.
Explaining his intense efforts in the „gat
few days to gather votes, the governor
said: "I've worked this election hard Le-
cause I want the people of Kentucay lo
speak loud."
Carroll, who spent all Thursday-in toe-
Louisville area, planned more activities
today, including a knocking-on-dours tour.
Later, he planned to speak at a 7th laistrict
rally in Prestonsburg - after a visit to
Barren Count'.
Government Council To Study
Rising Costs Of Medical Care .
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - The federal
government's Council on Wage and Price
Stability plans to study the rising costs of
medical care, which Council Director
Albert Rees says is one remaining trouble
spot in the improved inflation picture.
The cost of medical care services in-
creased 14.5 per cent in the past 12 months
and 2.7 per cent in the past three months.
.......amaaaoqualjakQuagamaguLtQaa 
Rees said the council, which keeps wat-
_ cattnn rtice.-Index.Int 
*.t.tret*,
pailkson,-consurner prices over-alt rose-1I
E-40M WM COW.TagWn a SU:MY-14"U' 4P 
1-1-i114- -
during the 12-month period and 1.4 per cen
t expert "so we will get a
 new took at this."
in the past three months. 
But Rees said he does not think new
Physicians' fees rose 14 per cent during
the 12-month period ending in April, dental
fees rose 11.8 per cent and hospital service
charges increased 16.8 per cent.
Since 1967 - a period of eight years -
medical care services have increased
nearly 76 per cent. Services that cost $100
in 1967 now cost $175.90, the labor statistics
show.
wage and price controls over the healthiii:'-
dustry, which were recommended a year
ago by John T. Dunlop, are the answer.
Dunlop, then director of the old Cost of Liv-
ing Council, is now secretary of labor.
"It's not so much the price of inputs, but
the quantity of inputs that is the problem."
Rees said in an interviaw.
...519eCidir-aRY4h, e0n00,4,494410.fier-ani!tre.-
third- potties; • alkhas.. inistirinceàñi-
which have reduced the incentive
for a patient to keep costs do all Ii
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By Abigail Van Buren
C 11175 by ChIcago Tritown•-N Y Nowt Synd . Inc
DEAR ABBY: While standing in the checkout line in a
high grade grocery store, I saw the woman directly ahead of
me frantically rummaging around in her purge, looking
embarrassed. It seems her groceries had already been
checked, and she was a dollar short.
I felt sorry for her, so I handed her a dollar. She was very
grateful, and insisted on writing my name and address on a
loose piece of paper. She stuck it in her purse and said, "I
promise I'll mail you the dollar tomorrow."




Abby, I think I'm a fairly good judge of character, and I
just didn't peg her as the kind who would beat me out of a
dollar.
The small amount of money isn't important, but what it
did to my faith in people is.
I'd like your opinion.
SHY ONE BUCK
DEAR SHY: Don't assume that she deliberately beat
you out of a buck. There are other possibilities:
II She may have misaddressed the envelope, and the
dollar went astray.
(2) She may have lost the paper with your name and
address on it.
(3) The incident could have slipped her mind, and the
piece of paper may not surface for years.
You bought a dollar's worth of good feeling, so don't feel
cheated.
DEAR ABBY: I have been debating for months which of
the following I should do regarding a neighbor who has
seven children and an unbelievable amount of trash,- which,
for some strange reason, she doesn't seem able to control.
(1) Buy her seven jumbo cans with tight lids.
12) Make a phone call requesting that she kindly bag her
trash.
(3) Call the police and ask them to give her a ticket for
littering.
We live in Pocatello, Idaho, which has the windy city of
Chicago beat to pieces when it comes to breezes. This
neighbor's trash blows onto my yard. and I am thoroughly
sick of it. And if it isn't the wind, it's the stray dogs who
drag it all over.
What should I do?
MRS. S. ON E. BONNEVILLE
DEAR MRS. S.: First call your neighbor and•ask her if
she nod DEAR ABBY today. If that doesn't get results,
Writ* to me again.
DEAR ABBY: I am a fifth-grader teacher, and my class
has just finished an extensive course on understanding
handicaps. We had the good fortune to have as guests some
extraordinary persons with physical disabilities. They gave
their time to let my children listen, question and learn about
deafness, blindness, amputation and mental retardation
frum first-hand sources.
The children were eager to learn about the capabilities of
each of these guests as well as the problems they faced
because of their handicaps. After the class spent two
mornings "handicapped- themselves as part of the course,
I'm convinced their understanding has grown at least three
sizes.
True, those who are "sickened- by the sight of
handicapped people need a lesson in tact, but they also need
some correct information to overcome their prejudices.
There are hundreds of people like Diane, Ede. Steve.
Charlotte and my father who are willing and eager to teach
children about their handicaps. I urge schools and civic





Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,





Sue Morris served as golf
hostess on Wednesday morning,
May 21, at the weekly Ladies
Day at the Murray Country
Club.
Medalist for the day was
Beverly Parker. Other balls
were awarded iv the cham-
pionship flight to the low team
of Betty 'Lowry, Phyllis Kain,
Evelyn Jones and Veneta
Sexton. Margaret Shuffett had
low putts.
First flight medalist was Toni
Hopson and the low team
members were Betty Stewart,
Toni Hopson, Nell Roach and
Toopie Thomas. Inns Orr won
low putts.
Tied' for medalist honors in
the second flight were Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Kathryn Garrott
and Louise Lamb. 1.0Vi team
winners were Kathryn Garrett,
Louise Lamb, Frances Miller,
and Edith Garrison. Another tie
also occurred for low putts in
the second flight and the win-
ners were Nancy Fandrick and
Frances Miller.
9 1
Members of the Calloway County High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America model fashions of the first part of the twentieth century at the Style Show held by the
home economics department at the school on Monday, May 12, at 7:30 p. m. They are, left to
right, Bonnie Parrish, Anita Chaney, Brenda Outland, Mary Beth Hays, Janet Black, Barbara
Bourland, Norita Cassity, and lanet Byerly. Patsy Burkeen, first vice-president of the chapter,
planned and narrated the special "old fashioned" style show.
liatth Fork Nen--
Douglas Vont* Sitf1;31Y Iluty In
From Tnick Kew In Area
By Mrs. R. D. Key
May 12, 1975
Douglas Vandyke fell from a
truck last Tueschly on the job
and injured the back of his
head. He was taken to the Henry
County Hospital by ambulance
where he was treated by Dr.
Newman and Dr. Miner and
dismissed Saturday. Those
visiting him in the hospital were
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Bro.
and Mrs. Terry Sills, Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Paschall, Bro. Glynn
M. Orr, Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Vergil
Paschall, Morris Jenkins, and
Mrs. Vandyke.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Odie Morris in the Murray
Hospital Monday afternoon and
also visited in the home of Bro.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Gallimore visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke Sunday af-
ternoon. Visitors on Monday
were Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore, Mn. and Mrs.
Gaylon H. Morris, Michelle
and Mary Grace.
Mrs. Clams Wilson and Mrs.
Tom Wilson visited Odie Morris
Thursday afternoon in the
Murray Hospital. He remains
very sick.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke has
been ill the past week with
pleurisy. She stayed in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key while
her husband was in the hospital.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Vandyke are
feeling better at this writing.
Those spending Mothers Day
with Mrs. Ella Morris Sunday
were Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Mrs.
Bertie Jmiltins, Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins and Kenny, Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr and
Terry, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key,
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Mitch, Bro. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr, Rickie and Bryan, Howard
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Morris, Jessie Paschall, Mr
and Mrs. Cooper Jones, and Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Wicker. Af-
ternoon visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon H. Morris,
Michelle and Mary Grace, and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive.
Mrs. Tom Wilson fell in the
yard at home Monday and cut
her nose on her glasses. She was
treated at Rhea Clinic on
Tuesday by Dr. Newman.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
visited the Warren Sykes and R.
D. Keys Monday night.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills of
Paducah spent Monday with
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
Knit Is No. 1 Fabric
Even for summer, knits
are the number one fabric
for women's wear. In-
cluded are new blends of
polyester with natural
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Larry England, left, speech teacher at Calloway Counts,
High School, was the narrator for the annual style4tow held
by the Home Economics Department of the school and the
FHA chapter on Monday, May 12, at the school gym. Special
entertainment was by Joni Tidwell, center, and Jimmy
Burkeen, right, with Mrs. Oneida White as piano ac-
companist. Teachers for the home economics department
are Mrs. Bess Kerlick and Miss Lucy Forrest,
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Ledger e Time* ce,fAe
Mrs. David Henry Gives Program
At Meet Of Faith Doran Circle
The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church._
• Woffieii met Tuesday, May 13,
at two p. m. in the social hall of
the church with Mrs. Carl
Harrison, chairman, presiding
and opening with prayer.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Robert Smith, secretary, Mrs.
Isaac Clanton, treasurer, and
Mrs. Harrison. No general
meeting will be held in June so




Mrs. Jack Bailey presented
the program at the meeting of
the Bessie Tucker Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women held Tuesday, May 13,
at 9:30a. m. at the home of Mrs.
Fil Boston.
"Rather Die Than Live—
Jonah" was the subject of the
program from the study book by
Mrs. Bailey. Eleven members
and one visitor, Mrs. Maywood,
were present.
Mrs. Boston, chairman,
presided with the opening
prayer by Mrs. A. C. Lafayette.
Responsibilities of the circle in
upcoming general conference,
June 1-4 were discussed. An-
nouncements of the bazaar in
November and the possibility of
a Christmas workshop were
made. Mrs. Ivan Mayfield gave
the treasurer's report.
A special called meeting was
held on April 22 at the home of
Mrs. A. C. Lafayette for the Call
to Prayer and Self Denial
program by Mrs. C. C. Lowry
with hymns being sung by Mrs.
James Diuguid. Responsive
reading was held.
General Conference of the
Waal. Method* Church-to be
Trehl
Circle members will meet at
Perkins Pancake House on June
10 at twelve noon for lunch and
their meeting.
New officers for the circle will
be named by' the June meeting
and Mrs. Bun Swann, Mrs.
Ruby Harrell, and Miss
Meadow Huie were asked to
serve on the nominating
committee.
Mrs. E. A. Lundquist gave a
report on missionaries the
church support and where they
serve.
Mrs.. Lula White gave the
devotion using the seventh
chapter of Matthew for her
scripture reading and
meditation. Mrs. Ruby Harrell
played "What A Friend We
Have In Jesus."
The program leader was Mrs.
David Henry who used for her
topic, "The Noblest Of Human
Graces," taken from Readers
Digest, and closed reading a
poem, "Others."
The meeting closed with the
group repeating The Lord's
-Prayer.
During the social hour the
hostesses, Mrs. Homer Lan-
caster, Mrs. Bun Swann, and
Mrs. Ruby Jackson, served
refreshments to the twenty-
three members present.
Geilotin won't set?
Remember you cannot add
fresh or frozen pineapple,
figs, mangoes, papayas, or
frozen concentrated fruit juice
blends containing these fruits
to gelatin. An enzyme in these
fruits, when fresh, prevents
gelatin from setting. How-
ever, it is -.possible to use
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Back in 1957, w.w. lived in a
'55 Olds, loved bubble gum, country
musk, robbing filling stations
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Luncheon Planned By Club Women
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
ladies day luncheon on Wed-
nesday, May 28, at noon at the
club house with Mrs. John
Quertermous as chairman of
the hostesses.
Reservations should be made
Ronnie Green, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. L Green, has been
selected as Member of the
Month by the Calloway Coun-
ty High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America for
the month of May. He was
selected as a result of winning
the chapter Hoard's Dairyman
Cow Judging contest. He had
432 points out of a possible
500. Kindred Paschall was
second with 426 points and
Joe Butler was third with 420.
by Monday noon. Other
hostesses are Mesdames James
M. Lassiter, Alfred Lindsey, Tip
Miller, Charles M. Baker,
Stuart Poston, Frank Stub-
blefield, Donald Jones, Guy
Battle, Edwin Powderly, arid
Prue Kelly.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Mrs. Stan Hen-
dricksnn
Johnson tis-chuttYnt: W.rt • 
Tricia Brunschwyler,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
P. Brunschwyler of Murray,
will be graduated from Marian
Heights Academy, Ferdinand,
hid., on May 25. She attended
the Academy for her senior
year only, having attended
Calloway County High School
for three years before coming
to the Academy, a private,
Catholic, boarding high
school for girls run by the
Sisters of St. Benedict.
New officers of the Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club installed at the dinner meeting held May 15
at the Murray Woman's Club House were, left to right, front
row, Linda Carter, vice-president, Frances Wilson Shea,
president, back row, Betty Lou Hill, corresponding secretary,
and Ola May Roberts, treasurer. Doris Warren, recording.
secretary, was absent when picture was made. Betty Vinson,
past president, conducted the installation ceremony as the
newly elected officers each received a flower to signify her
position and her duties for the coming club year. Carrie






Political Advertising Paid for by the Candidate
To Marry In June
Miss Shanela Ann Emerson
and A1C Joe D. Poole
M-Sgt. and Mrs. Lawrence Emerson of Cabot, Ark., an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest
daughter, Shanela Ann, to A1C Joe D. Poole, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Poole of Murray.
The bride-elect is a student at Cabot High School.
A1C Poole is serving in the Air Force at little Rock, Ark. He is a
graduate of Murray High School and attended Murray State
University.
The couple will be married on Saturday, June 14, at seven p. rn.
at the Sunnyside Nazarene Church, Ward, Ark., with Rev. W. S.





Bus for shopping to Roses and
downtown for senior citizens
will run at 12:30 p. m. Call
Senior Citizens office, 753-0929,
by 11:30 a. m.
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the Ellis Center at eight p. m.
with Rev. Jerrell White as
speaker.
Saturday, May 24
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
have Friendship Night at the
lodge hall at 7:30 p. m.
Annual Charity Ball will be at
the Waterfield Student Union
ballroom, Murray State
University, from nine p. m. to
one a. m.
Captain James Campen
Chapter of Kentucky Sons of
Revolution will have a luncheon
and business session at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at noon.
Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
luncheon meeting at noon at the
club house with Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
Miss Ann Carr, and Mrs. J. A.
Outland as hostesses.








We, Carl and LaNelle Usrey would ap-
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Sunday, May 25
Homecoming will be held at
Peeler Cemetery with Rev.
William McKinney as spepker.
Women and Men's annual day
will be at Chestnut Grove AME
Church, Hazel.
Monthly, May 26
Family day will be held at the
Oaks Country Club with golf,
tennis, swimming, horseshoe
pitching, etc., as activities. A
potluck supper will be at 6:30 p.
m. with drinks to be furnished
by the hosts, Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Edwards and Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Story.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's club will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the basement of the club
house with Mrs. Dan Hutson as
speaker. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Durwood Beatty,
Ewing Swann, C. W. Jones, and
Evelyn Bradley.
Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the club
house with Cathryn Garrott,
Dorothy McKenzie, Katheryn
Watson, Sarah Sinclair, Burline
Young, and Claire Resig as
hostesses.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Murray Woman's Club will
have a dinner meeting at six p.
m. at the club house with a
special memorial ceremony for
deceased members at 5:30 p. m.
on the club house patio.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7 : 30 p. m.
Tuesday, May t7
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger at ten a. m. Note
change of date.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 1.30
p. m. at the church.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for senior citizens.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at seven p. m. at the Health
Center.
Wednesday, May 28
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country Club
at noon with Mrs. John Quer-
termous as chairman of the
hostesses. Bridge will be at 9:30
a. m. with Mrs. Stan Hen-
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Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women Hold Program Meeting
The Baptist Young Women of watchword. Miss Norma
Spring Creek Church met Feagin read the minutes, and
Monday. May 12, at seven p.m. Mrs. Vicki Vied gave the
at the church. treasurer's report. It was
"The Woman At the Well" reported that two children had
was the subject of the lesson already received their Bibles
Presented by Mrs. Brenda and a child had been added to
Mrs:. Judy Cun- the list. .
idligham, Mrs. Martha Let- Miss Norma Feagin resigned
terman, Mrs. Vicki Vied, Miss as secretary and reporter and
Norma Feagin, Mrs. Angela Mrs. Judy Cunningham was
Williams, Miss Marylan elected to the position. Mrs.
Feagin, Mrs. Wynnona Brinn, Angela Williams was elected to
and Mrs. Barbara Lee. enlistment, mission action, and
Mrs. Letterman asked each community mission chairman.
girl and the visitors—Mrs. Edna The group also decided to give a
Butler, Miss Rene Butler, and stork shower with the help of the
Mrs. Nadine Beane--a prayer WMU for Mrs. Lite Greer on
quiz instead of the prayer Monday, May 19, at 7 :30 p.m. at
calendar being read, the church.
Mrs. Brinn, leader, presided The closing prayer was led by
with Mrs. Darnell saying the Miss Norma Feagin.
Mrs. Ann Sympson Opens Home
For Lee-Olia Lassiter Meeting
For the May meeting of the
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Women, Lee-Olia
Lassiter Circle, Mrs. Ann
Sympson invited the women
into her home and provided an
informative lesson on "Toward
An Honest Commitment."
Using Exodus 24:3-8 as her
scripture, she told the group
"Baptism is our basic Christian
commitment" and several of
the ladies explained what an




secretary, read the minutes,
and Jeri Marsh, treasurer, gave
a financial report. Mrs. Moore
and Mrs. Judy Rogers gave a
report of the circle's recent gift
to a local family.
Mrs. Ann Sympson who
represented the circle in the
Presidents meeting held at
Dresden, Tenn., told of many
interesting accomplishments
and projects of various circles
in the district.
The June meeting will be held
at the church with Mrs. Betty
Poole presenting the program.
Mrs. Sympson, hostess,
served refreshments to Jeri
Marsh, Loretta Wilson, Judy
Rogers, Dianne Moore, Vida
McClure, Betty J1) Poole, Janice
Wilson, and Phyllis Roberts.
Kirksey Club
Holds Meeting
The Kirksey 4-H Good Timers
Club held its monthly meeting
on Tuesday, May 13, at the
home of Mrs. James Harrison.
Angelia Manning, president,
presided with Timmy Belcher
giving the thought for the
month. Billie Bazzell, read the
scripture and gave the
treasurer's report and Tamra
a tender cut to be roasted,
cumes to meat cookery. If it's
iplyn  place leoawt on a r a_c k
question when it




at ten a. m. at the Murray City
nd 
ParThke club congratulated the
the rule is not to cover. Sim- area winners in the spring rally
who were Chuck Herring% in
sPeech division, Angelia
A cook out will be held June 5
tinder cut% of meatPadenmLaensds Manning U ina cover since they need to
demonstration, and Timmybe braised.--cooked by moist
Belcher, county champion inheat. That usually, means
general division, but who didadding liquid, and always









Sherry Harrison, left, Sandy Turner, Renata Collins, Tim
McAlister, Mitchell Paschall, Billy Charles Collins, and Gary
Starks of the Sinking Spring Baptist (lurch represented the
Blood River Baptist Association in the State Bible Drill at the
9th and 0 Baptist Church, Louisville. They were all winners,
but Sherry and Renata received a plaque for being three





Marsha Turner was elected as
Murray Furniture



















On May 27, 
you have an 




to the most 




Henderson. Bill is my 




acquainted with 15 
years ago when he 
joined Taz and 
Doris Ezell and 
me in building
building a sand 
processing plant here in 
Murray. He is a man 
of integrity and 
honor
have always 






President Pro tern 
for eight 
years and served 
as
respect for his 
fellowman.
Majority Leader for 
two years. Of 
the 34 Bills 
sponsored by Senator 
Sullivan in the
last 
legislature, 27 became 
law. He served
-with distinction 
as Chairman of 
the
Bill Sullivan is 
currently 
performing the duties 
of the office of 
Lieutenant Gover-
nor and 
already on more 
than fifty 
occasions has served 
as acting 
Governor under
Democratic Party in 
1974.
No other 
person has done 
more to unify the 





1. Bill was 
chairman of the 
Committee in 1973 
which sent Dee 
Huddleston to
Sullivan
2. He was 
Ctiairman of the 
Party in 1974 
which sent 
Senator Ford to the 
Capital.:
3. He is 
probably the only 
candidate ever to be 





Breathitt of our 1st 
District and Past 
LieutenantWashington.
Governor Harry Lee 
Water field are 
also supporters 
of Sullivan.
4. Bill is a 
continuous worker for 
education: Endorsed by 
the Kentucky 
Education
Association and also 





have we had the 
opportunity to vote for 
such a qualified 
person for
the office of 
Lieutenant 
Governor. We want a 
big turnout at 
the polls so 
that
Calloway County can 
have an 
important part in 
selecting the man who 
will do the
job as the next 
Lieutenant Governor of 
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Editorial
Vote Next Tuesday
The Primary election is- now
u0on us. On Tuesday each
qualified voter of Calloway
County will have the opportunity
to go to the polls and cast ballots
for the candidates of their
choosing. There will be 13 state
offices up for grabs and on the
local scene voters will choose a
new Circuit Clerk and 12 city
council members will be elected.
Regional races include the Senate
race, the race for representative
in this district and the race for
commonwealth's attorney a this
judicial district.
We have made our choices in
several of the races, while in
others we did not have the
necessary contact or enough
information to endorse. We lean to
Bill Sullivan in the Lt. Governors
race and like very much Dr.
James Graham for Supt. of Public
Instruction. In some of the other
state races we have little
knowledge of the candidates or
their platforms.
We stand for Murray and
Guest Editorials
Calloway County and what helps
these in a political sense is helpful
to us all. We like thg candidates
with the local tie S and will
generally always give our support
to "our own." At the same time,
we have some reservations that
political endorsements carry all
that much weight with the voters.
We believe that the candidate
should present his qualifications
and platform to the people using
the media and public contact and
let the public decide who is the
best for each office. The voter
usually can see its way through
the charges and counter-charges
that proliferate during the
election campaigns.
We urge every registered voter
from the Democrat and
Republican party to find a choice
in the races and cast a ballot. Go
to the polls and vote next
Tuesday. That is really the
culmination of this primary. It is






Britain's high prices have so
vexed the royal family that Prime
Minister Harold Wilson recently
proposed that the royal
household's allowance be in-
creased by 50 per cent this year.
Some objections were heard,
owing to the fact that the
allowance was doubled only
recently. But inflation in Great
Britain is at 20 per cent and ex-
pected by year's end to hit 25 per
cent. Just what is a monarch to
do? Scream "Off with their
heads!" at those who oppose the
increase? Not these days. Her
Majesty has encouraged thrift in
her household and put off
refurnishing her country home at
Sandringham.
So just think of that the next
time you're having trouble with
the old household budget.
-Charlotte (N.C.) Observer.
Hear Ye!
For months now we've been
pondering, racking our brains for
some way to really put the cap on
whatever celebration is planned
for the 200th anniversary of in-
dependence. But what to do?
Well in Indianapolis they've
come up with a good and inex-
pensive bicentennial gimmick.
They've hired a colonial town
crier. "Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Come
to the bicentennial town
meeting."
Perhaps a town crier who won't
sob about the situation but will
yell about it to all and sundry is
exactly what we need—both to
mark the fact that the 200th an-
niversary of our independence is
coming up rapidly and as a
reminder that not very many of us
take advantage of the privileges
of our independence.
-Kinston (N.C.) Daily Free Press
Economy Recovering
NEW YORK AP) — Interest rates are
falling, the rate of price rises is slowing,
consumer confidence seems to be
strengthening, and the economy in
generally appears to be correcting some of
its major imbalances.
What's missing, and its absence is ob-
vious when you dwell upon it, is the prover-
bial collective sigh of relief that the worst
is over. There are no celebrations in
Washington, in academia, in the offices of
industry, in union halls.
It is understandable why workers aren't
happy; at 8.9 per cent, the rate of unem-
ployment remains at a rate close to double
that which we expect to prevail when
times are good. And the rate isn't expected
to decline quickly.
Neither do you have to be told again why
the automotive people are upset; they've
had one sales disappointment after
another, the latest being the steady
passage of May without even a hint of the
usual springtime sales rally.
Less obvious is the reason why others.
from consumers up to presidential ad-
visers, aren't ready to sit back, relax and
enjoy the coming recovery.
The most plausible explanation for the
lack of enthusiasm is that a good many
people are looking beyond the latter part of
1975 and they don't like what they see:
Many of the same problems we've just
come through.
That is, they fear a return to inflation, to
higher interest rates and perhaps even
shortages, the most serious possibility in
that category being a lack of capital to
finance industry's expansion.
A lot of people hear of the impending
capital shortage without comprehending
its significance. But if there is insufficient
capital to finance business and govern-
ment, the whole economy could stagnate.
Somewhere between $25,000 and $50,000,
depending upon the industry, is necessary
to create a job, and L. William Seidman,
assistant to the President for economic af-
fairs, estimated here this week that we'll
need to make 10 million new jobs by 1980.
If the capital isn't there — from the
savings of individuals, from the big finan-
cial institutions such as insurance com-
panies and pension funds, and from
foreign investment, then the jobs can't be
created.
The darkest specter out ahead is the
federal deficit, whose financing takes
precedence over that of private enterprise.
Can the credit markets accommodate
huge federal deficits?
Raymond Saulnier, former economic ad-
viser to President Eisenhower, says one
consequence could be higher interest rates
and faster inflation and a return to ceilings
on wages, prices and interest rates. A
dismal prospect.
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on copyrighted outlines produced by the Committee onthe Uniform Series and used by permission
DANGERS OF FALSE SECURITY
Most people need and want real security
in this life. It is tragic that some who have
what they consider to be security for their
figure on earth have refused to make any
preparation for the life beyond death.
Eternal security has been provided by
Christ for all who will receive Him as their
Saviour.
Jeremiah 7:4-12
Knowing that the people were prone to
settle for less than a real security, God
commanded Jeremiah the prophet -te -
"stand in the gate of the Lord's house" on
the occasion of their entrance of the
temple, presumably for the purpose of
worshiping God, and proclaim God's
message to them for the purpose of in-
fluencing them to confOrm to His will.
The Conditions in Jeremiah's Day
The people were in a condition of Ap-
palling self-deception. They trusted in
mere forms, and gloried in the temple
rather than in the God of the temple. They
gave heed to the lying words of the false
prophets, who taught them that ob-
servance of ceremonies and religious
forms would exempt them from moral
living. They refused to deal justly with
their neighbors. Injustice greatly
weakened their national life. Seemingly it
had not dawned on the people that when
they oppressed the poor and the weak they
were in reality sinning against God, Who
most assuredly deals righteously with all
injustice.
The people freely indulged in lying,
bearing false witness, stealing, com-
mitting adultery, and killing. They walked
after false gods. False religion and im-
morality always go together. The current
cry of many is that "It does not matter
what you believe just so you live right,"
but that is false. One's belief always
determines his conduct. The great social
sins of dishonesty, injustice, adultery, and
murder are directly related to the walking
after other gods.
Jeremiah saw many indications of
national decay. The religious life of the
people was at an extremely low ebb.
Unrest, covetousness, and anxiety
abounded. Jeremiah's distress sprang
primarily _ from the sinful living and
spiritual apathy on the part of his peopie
He was shocked because their religion was
simply organized hypocrisy thoroughly
divorced from morality.
The Character of Jeremiah's Message
Inasmuch as it came from God,
Jeremiah's message was authoritative.
Jeremiah called upon the people, who
were entering the temple presumably to
worship God, to amend their ways, and to
substitute good deeds for their evil ones.
He assured them that their genuine
reformation would make possible their
remaining in their city and country.
Failure to reform would result in their
expulsion therefrom. He told them that
their amendment was to be genuine and
complete, that they must be honest and
just in their dealings with their fellows,
that they must not shed innocent blood,
and that they must abstain from the
worship of anybody or anything except
Jehovah.
The Consequences of Jeremiah's
Dear Consumer
Preaching
Taking his stand in the gate of the Lord's
house, Jeremiah proclaimed God's
message, declaring that, because the
people had committed the sins of which
they were guilty, and refused to repent,
their doom was inevitable. He reminded
them that God had wiped out one "holy
place," namely, Shiloh, the resting place
of the tabernacle and the ark, due to the
fact that it had been profaned by the
unholiness of the worshipers, and he
warned them that the same fate would
befaIrthe temple and the city of Jerusalem
and the nation of Judah unless the people
repented of their sins and changed their
manner of life. As might have been ex-
pected, his hearers interpreted his
preaching as blasphemy against God and
treason against the nation. Nevertheless,
God protected Jeremiah, as He does those
who are faithful in the proclamation of His
message in each generation.
Micah 6:64
Micah was called of God to denounce the
evils that were blighting the lives of his
people — oppression of the poor, un-
scrupulous use of power, lack of integrity,
scorn of religion, and greedy, corruption in
religious and political circles.
Aware that they had sinned against God,
the people concluded that they could do
something which would make them right
with God. Petulantly they inquired, "Just
what does God want; what will it take to
please Him?" The question, "Shall I give
my firstborn for my transgressions, the
fruit of my body for the sin of my soul?"
was a clear indication of the depths of
degradation to which they had sunk, for it
refers to the abominable custom which
prevailed among the heathen of offering
their own children in sacrifice. Seemingly
they were willing to offer anything except
what God asked for, namely, the love tint—
obedience of their hearts.
"to do justly"
. God wants us to think, to speak, and to
act justly. To do justly is to give all their
due. Give to God His due — love Him with
all your mind, heart, soul, and strength.
Give others their due—never doing any
wrong to their persons, property, or
reputations. Deal fairly with them in their
presence and in their absence. Give
yourself your due by caring for your soul,
keeping your body clean, your heart pure,
and your tongue free from evil.
"to love mercy"
God asks us to show kindness, ten-
derness, and mercifulness in our dealings
with others. He wants us to have a mer-
cifulness in feeling that will lead to mer-
cifulness in action.
"to walk humbly with" Him
Walking humbly with God means
friendship, companionship, and
fellowship, and it results in progress, joy,
and triumph.
These three requirements, of doing
justly, loving mercy, and walking humbly
with God, are the very minimum of what
God demands of His children. These
stupendous requirements may be met
through Jesus Christ, our Lord. It is im-
possible for us to meet them apart from
Christ, but His grace is sufficient to enable
us to meet them.
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Today is Friday, May 23, the 143rd day of
1975. There are 222 days left in the year
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1915, Germany declared
war against Italy.
On this date —
In 1455, the Battle of St. Albans was
fought in England's War of the Roses.
in 1701, Capt. William Kidd was hanged
in London after being convicted of piracy
and murder.
In 1788, South Carolina became the
eighth state.
In 1937, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
the Social Security Act as constitutional.
In 1960, Israel disclosed that the former
Nazi official, Adolf Eichrnann, had been
captured in Argentina and would be tried
in Israel as a war criminal.
In 1971, the death toll was put at about
1,000 in an earthquake that destroyed the
town of Bingol in eastern Turkey.
Ten years ago: Heavy fighting broke out
between troops and striking miners in
Bolivia after the government ordered the
armed forces to take over tin mines
throughout the country.
Five years ago: Some 10,000 South Viet-
namese troops who had invaded Cambodia
attacked a rubber plantation in an effort todestroy an enemy regiment.
One year ago: The U.S. Naval Academy
at Annapolis ordered about 900 mid-
shipmen to retake a final exam after about
100 midshipmen were caught cheating..
Toddy's birthdays:. Director John
Jsales91 the- rsfaase,r.Imalotta -4mors.1
P.-Fortner director John High-
tower of New York's Museum of Modem
Art is 42.
Thought for today: A child educated only
at school is an uneducated child. — George
Santayana, Spanish poet and philosopher,
1863-1952.
Bicentennial footnote: It was 200 years
ago today that the Second Provincial
Congress of New Jersey confirmed alle-
giance to the Continental Congress in the





Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
This is not a pleasant subject—how to
guard against burglars who may break
into your home.
But it is a problem we must all face
because home thefts are on the upswing
Statistics tell the story .. . Burglaries
committed during day-time hours in-
creased 56 per cent between 1968 and 1973.
During the same period, night-time
burglaries increased 52 per cent. What's
more, in 1974 all burglaries increased 16
per cent over 1973.
Fortunately, there are many simple
steps you can take to protect yourself.
—Lock your entries.
All exterior doors should have strong
hinges and a deadbolt lock; a peep-hole is
useful, too, so you can see who is at your
door. Your ground-level windows should
have locks also.
—Light your entries.
Have a bright light over every exterior
door. Outdoor fixtures to light up your
back yard are added protection.
—Participate in "Operation In-
dentification."
Call your local police department for
details on this program. Police will lend
you a marking tool for writing your
Bible Thought
I have showed you all things,
how that so labouring ye ought to
support the weak. . . . It is more
blessed to give than to receive.
Acts 20:35.
Paul tells us of our obligation,
out of love, to help those who need
helping. We can learn the joys of
giving, for we already have so
much in Jesus Christ.
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Homer wrote that of all the
creatures that creep and breathe
on earth none is more wretched
than man. No wonder many of
those who believe in reincarnation
hope that in the next life they will
return as an animal — even a
skunk. As if some of us aren't.
identification on every valuable item. You
will also receive a sticker to put outside
your door, showing that your valuables are
marked. That will discourage burglars
because they don't want goods that are
hard to peddle.
—Take special precautions when on
vacation.
Notify police so they can cruise past
your house regularly. Notify neighbors,
too. Hook up electrical timers that will
turn your lights and radio on and off at
night to make your house appear occupied.
Cancel yOur newspaper deliveries; and
ask the post office to hold your mail.
Time-consuming" Yes. But all of these
steps give you added protection against
burglars. In fact, they may pay in another
way, too. Give your insurance agent the
details about how you have "Theft-
proofed" your home—and ask whether this
makes you eligible for any reduction in
your home-owners insurance premiums.
10 Years Ago
The plans and specifications for the new
theatre on Chestnut Street are now
complete and bids on the construction will
be opened June 7 in the City Hall, ac-
cording to the owners, Joe Dill, Tom
Brown, Joe Bailey Dill, and H. P. Vinson.
Deaths reported are Henry Clay Comp-
ton, A. B. Lassiter, and Jack Kelly.
Mary Kathryn Youngerman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Youngerman, has
been awarded an Alumni Scholarship to
attend Murray State College.
Traffic was stalled last night at the in-
tersection of U. S. 68 and Kentucky 80 near
Aurora when a truck overturned and
dumped 4,500 pounds of butter on the road.
Miss Annie Futrell and Richard Knight
were married at the First Methodist
Church.
20 Years Ago
Sgt. Max H. Brandon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. H. Brandon, is expected to receive
his discharge from the U. S. Army at Fort
Hood, Texas, in June.
Charles Lee, age 75, died today at his
home in Dexter.
A campaign will soon start in which
funds will be raised to develop and equip
the new Four Rivers Scout Reservation on
Kentucky Lake at the intersection of
Jonathan Creek.
Mrs. Goldia McKeel Curd of Murray will
be in charge of the second annual Junior
State convention of the Supreme Forest
Woodmen Circle at Hopkinsville.
Mrs. L. J. Perdue of Marietta, Ga., is
spending about three weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Jack Sykes and family.
HEARTLINE
fi 22 lutoike QbLLD
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions. Write HEARTLINE, 8514 North
Main St., Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
HEARTLINE BULLETIN: Heartline
will be closed Monday, May 26th in
commemoration of Memorial Day.
HEARTLINE: What is the name of the
pamphlet that I need from social security
on how to estimate my benefits' W. M.
ANSWER: The pamphlet is titled
"Estimating Your Social Security
Retirement Check." 
_ .
HEARTLINE: Is there any age limit on
your pen-pal club? G. W.
ANSWER: Heartline serves citizens
over age 50. So, if you want a pen-pal and
are over age 50, let us know.
HEARTLINE: I've written you twice
and have gotten no response to my
problem. What makes me mad is you
asked me to write? B. N.
ANSWER: Due to the thousands of cases
heartline is actively working on, we cannot
locate yours, unless you include your
control number. Always refer to your
control number when you write Heartline.
HEARTLINE: My husband has worked
for 47 years, and paid maximum into
social security since it began. He was 65 in,--
February of this year and retired the first
of that month. Will he receive the
maximum of $316.00 per month? J. D.
ANSWER: Yes.
Let's Stay Well
Fever Helps Fight Infections
Will the time ever come when
it will be old-fashioned and
scientifically inappropriate for a
physician to ask that his patient
"take aspirin" for fever "and call
again in the morning."?
Fever is one form of defense
used by the body to fight infec-
tion. Admittedly. a high, burning
fever not only is quite uncomfor-
table but also can brit* on con-
vulsions in some persons.
especially in young children.
Therefore, high fevers require
treatment to control them.
Animal 'experiments- con-
ducted by"Matthew Kluger and
erssailitrer"(4-11te Vrityerejity
lvtichigan-Mtklicat -School, ac-
cording to -a Science News arti-
cle. may have a bearing on this
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
subject.
These experiments studied the
effects of temperature in con-
trolling disease in lizards. The
temperature of the lizard's body
fluctuates according to its sur-
roundings
The lizards were injected with
live germs (bacteria) which
were toxic, causing the body
temperature of the reptiles to
rise. An experimental study was
made of the effect of lowering
their temperature after the in-
jections and also of allowing it to
When the temperature of the
degrees Centigrade.
The experiments concluded
that a reduction in temperature
may reduce the lizard's ability to
fight infection.
Drugs to lower fever (anti-
pyretics) are widely used in
medical practice, even with
moderate body temperature
elevations. In light of these ex-
perimental results, additional
studies are needed to determine
whether such use of fever





The amounts required are not
noticeable in the food and are
not costly..
Q: Miro: .1. W wants to know if
belly dancing will help in t he
development of her breasts.
A: Belly dancing is just a
special form of body exercise.
While dancing. the breasts are
tossed about, but such tossing
will not enhance their develop-
ment. Of course, exercise will
help the muscles of the shoulderlizards was allowed to else and 
are region. and some of theseQt. Mrs. NT. asks if Vitamip C.
maln!!"(1-:- "."1""-**144ectlitrz117":"Iirge44411c 1TragtC: at effects on the43e4t-
(*Pees Centigrade, their Nits' A: Vttamin C(aireotbic kid) is—anrvival rate was higher than it was used to help prevent color 
breasts 
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MEMPHIS, Term. (AP) —
Some self-examination, and a
little change in his game, paid
off for John Mahaffey.
"I took some time off to
reevaluate myself," Mahaffey
said. "I was not getting what I
should out of my game. I dis-
covered I'd let my- -swim
too flat.
"I moved a little closer to the
ball and got my hands higher."
The regillt was a string of
eight birdies in 10 holes and,
with a 65, a tie with Tom Weis-
kopf and Andy North for the
first round lead Thursday in
the $175,000 Danny Thomas-
Memphis Golf Classic.
"I'm tickled to death with
what I got, but it could have
been even better,- said Mahaf-
fey, who hit the cup with a 30-
foot putt that refused to fall
and missed another of about
four feet.
Jack Nicklaus, who birdied
five holes in a row, was just
one shot back, tied with Larry
Hinson at 66.
The scores were among the
lowest of the season. Veteran
Gene Littler, Tom Kite and





under par. Gary Player of
South Africa, the defending
-champion, had a 68 and missed'
three times from five feet or
less.
"Any time you have weather
like this — warm and prac-
tically no wind and a course
conditiened this well, you're go-
ing to have low scores,"
IlitiR3iedl7fi'MaaaC:
"The greens are so big and
well defined, if you drive it in
the fairway you have no trouble
hitting the green. And the
greens are so true, you can
two-putt from anywhere,"
Weiskopf said of the gently roll-
ing, lake-dotted, 7,193 yard Co--
lonial Country Club course.
Lee Trevino continued to
have his problems. A balky put-
ter contributed to a 74 that put
him in danger of missing the
cut after Friday's second
round.
Billy Casper, a winner last
week, and Dave Hill, a four-
time Memphis champion, had
71s.
Johnny Miller and Arnold
Palmer are not competing.
Amy Alcott, 19, of Santa Mon-
ica, Calif., was one of 16 wom-
en who qualified for the 1975
Ladies PGA golf tour.
Foolish Pleasure, a colt
owned by J. L. Greer, and Ruf-
fian, a filly running under the
Locust Hill Farm colors, were






"Help Turn Things Around"
Your vote and influence will be greatly
appreciated








Sabres Tie Up Stanley Cup
Series At 2-2 With Flyers
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
BUFFAU) AP) — Playoff
pressure can do terrible things
to an athlete. Sometimes in the
battle between courage and
fear, fear wins.
It was up to 'Gerry Desjar-
dins to win his fight with him--
self Thursday night after losing
it badly just two days before.
But while the Buffalo Sabres'
goalie admits he won a battlo
in the fourth game of the Na-
tional Hockey League's cham-
pionship series, he still isn't
sure about the rest of the war., 
was worried and the guys
'Anew it," he said. -But they
kept encouraging me to be
more confident, and gradually,
it came around.
"Right after the warmup, I
felt like coming out of the
game."
Desjardins stayed in, helped
the Sabres defeat the Phila-
delphia Flyers 4-2 in the ex-
treme heat at the Memorial Au-
ditorium, and tied the Stanley
Cup's final series at two vic-
tories each entering Sunday's
fifth game in the best-of-seven
set.
"I was fighting the puck
again tonight, especially in the
first period," Desjardins said.
-Philadelphia didn't put much
pressure on me at the time, or
I would have been in big
trouble."
As it was, the Flyers won on
their third shot of the game —
bringing to mind horrible
memories of Tuesday night,
when the curly-blonde goalie let
in the Flyers' first two shots and
three of the first six before
removing himself from the
contest.
The start was inauspicious.
Flyers defenseman Andre Du-
pont scored a 25-foot slap-shot
at 11:28 of the period and just 34
seconds after Jerry Korab tied
the score in the second period.
A Full-Time State Senator
I am Harry Sparks, candidate for the State Senate. I have been a voter in the
First District for 29 years, and I want to work for you.
A man who must devote most of his time to earning a living, or who ruirt
depend upon this job for a living, cannot best serve your interests in our Slate
—Senile-. Since' lam retired, I will not have this greattlemand upon my time. --- -
In retirement, after more than 40 years in public education and three years
in the U. S. Navy, I receive $1,640 per month, of which more than S470 is paid
each month in federal income tax, leaving a net income from my teacher
retirement of approximately $1,170.
I tell you this to demonstrate to you how anxious I am to serve as your nest
State Senator — virtually on a full-time basis.
The office of State Senator is important, vitally important, to every person in
the First District. Your senator will vote to pass laws to help you and will x ote
to remove laws that have had a harmful effect on your way of life.
There are roads to be built, services to be provided and unfair taxes that
need to he eliminated.
I have the time. I have the experience, and I want to work for your hest in-
terests.
If you will vote for me, Harry Sparks, for State Senator, you will have a friend
you can depend on in Frankfort.
Harry M. Sparks
Candidate for
State Senator, First District
Desjardins was beaten by Ross
Lonsberry for a 2-1 Flyers lead.
But the Sabres came back,
and goals by Gilbert Perreaolt,
Jim Lorentz and Danny Gare
sent Philadelphia home with a
two-game losing streak to think
about.
."Now we're down to two vic-
tories left," said Sabres Coach
Floyd Smith. "We decided to
score some goals and we did.
The turning point had to be Ko-
rab's goal because it seems
that when we get one goal, we
feel we can get more."
That was left to Desjardins 
to
make sure the Flyers didn
't feel-
the same way. He made 
very
sure.
••I didn't play that well; I
just. played as well as I had
to," he said modestly. He ig-
nored the fact that he had pro-
tected a 3-2 lead with nine min-
utes remaining by foiling a
Lonsberry breakaway. He ig-
nored the number of other good
stops he had made to keep
Philadelphia within reach.
Desjardins also tried to ig-
nore the tropical climate for
what was supposed to be a cold-




By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
NORWALK, Ohio — Robert
Moses, "Lefty" Grove, a Hat of
Fame pitcher who won.' 300
games in a 17-year major
league career, died of a heart
attack at the age of 75.
FOOTBALL
NEW YORK — Quarterback
Joe Namath of the New York
Jets of the National Football
League said that he has re-
jected a $4 million offer to join
the Chicago Winds of Lhe World
Football League.
HOCKEY
Cleveland — Johnny Wilson
signed a multiyear contract as
coach of the World Hockey As-
sociation Cleveland Crusaders.
ATLANTA — The Atlanta
Flames of the National Hockey
League announced Thursday
the acquisition on waivers of





Committee decided by a 41-26
vote to withdraw recognition of
Rhodesia's National Olympic
Committee because of racial
discrimination in its sports pro-
gram,
WALNUT, Calif. — Ron Cope-
land, an NCAA champion in the
high hurdles and star football
player at UCLA before becom-
ing a coach, died Thursday of
an apparent heart attack at the
age of 28.
Sophomore Scott Yel ngton
caught 31 passes in eight lig
fen football games last season
Juniin Bill Marek Jf Wiscon-
sin led Big Ten football scorers











bad, really bad," he said.
Despite the heat and humid-
ity, though, the mysterious fog
cloud did not stop play until
just over eight minutes re-
mained. It had interrupted ac-
tion 12 times Tuesday night and
had auditorium directors won-
dering what they could do if it
reappeared Thursday night.
The situation was solved
when five pairs of arena at-
tendants, carrying bed sheets
by the corners, skated around
the surface to lift the haze with
8:08 and 4:44 remaining. That
cleared the heavy air and
cleared the way for Buffalo's
victory.
Namath Rejects $4 Million
Offer From World Grid League
By JOHN R. SKINNER
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — Joe Namath has re-
jected the World Football
League's $4 million offer, but
says he isn't ready to hang up
his National Football League
cleats as long as the money is
r t.
ainath, wA-ci played biti
option with the New York Jets
last year to become a free
agent, said at a press confer-
ence Thursday night that no
NFL team except the Jets has
bid for his services.
But he said he was open to
offers.
The Jets reportedly have of-
fered their star quarterback a
three-year contract worth $1
million. Nemeth said returning
to New York is "certainly a
possibility if we can come to an
understanding of terms."
Namath was apologetic over
not signing with the WFL, but
maintained the WFI, would not
be ruined without him.
"In no way does the league's
success stand with any one in-
dividual," said Namath. He
ironically was joined later
Thursday night by former
Miami Dolphins Larry Csonka
and Jim Kiick, both signed by
the WFL, as he opened a new
nightclub here.
"A great deal of the WFL's
-sixecess this year is going to de-
pend on the quality of the foot-
amath, who at 31
41 still e sport's highest
priced conmunoctitY despite his
injury-plagued knees.
WFL President Chris Hem-
meter said in Honolulu that not
signing Namath "may be a tre-
mendous setback in TV negotia-
tions for 1975.
"But on the other hand, it
may be a plus factor because
we have established in the
sporting community that the
league will not compromise its
principles," Hemmeter said.
"It was a very attractive of-
fer and a very difficult decision
to make," Namath said. "I felt
bad about not signing. Every-
one was excited about it.
"I decided not to accept it be-
cause of the reasons stated —
personal and private," he said.
"Maybe in the future, I can
elaborate on my personal rea-
son, but right now I don't want
to discuss it and I don't feel I
have to.-
The WFI. offered Namath a
$500,000 signing bonus and a
three-year playing contract for
$500,000 a year, plus a $100,000
pension for 20 years and pos-
sible partial ownership in a fu-
ture WFL team in New York.
Namath said the contract
called for him to play two
years in Chicago and the third
year in New York, where the
WFI, currently has no team.
Girl's Softball
Meeting Tuesday
An organizational meeting for
the Junior Girl's Softball
League will be held on Tuesday,
May 27 at 7:00 p.m.
Coaches for the coming
season will be establisher.: and
there will be a discussion of the
rules and regulations for the
league.
Anyone interested in coaching
is urged to attend this meeting
which will be held at City Hall.
Those special moments
What are those special moments?
They're those little times in our
lives that quietly live on long after
the days and years have passed.
It's the flickering ember of a
pleasant memory that gently re-
kindles itself into a glowing fire
as thoughts of days gone by are
stirred gently in our minds.
that's what a Harris Flote-Bote
is all about. Enjoying those spe-
cial moments to their fullest
Whether you're welcoming old
friends onboard or making new
ones, your Harris Flote-Bote is
the perfect setting to capture the
mood and memory of any
moment.
Quiet as a gentle breeze or as
exciting as you waot it to be,
that's the true beauty of a Harris
Flote-Bote. From a private retrea
under star studded skies, to
moments of excitement and an-
ticipation as you race across the
waves, it's all yours to enjoy.
Briskly skiing across the surface,
diving to new depths of adventure
below or gently cruising to ports
unknown, with a Harris Flote-Bote
it's always a world as new as
tomorrow. A world that's filled











over 100 miles radius
including Kentucky
Lake and Barkley Lake
. We sell out of stock
No waiting to order,
see what you get. All
colors to choose from
, Demonstrations in
the water at all times -
year around.
You do benefit when
you deal with a S star
dealer. Large Volume-
Lower Overhead -
Means Lower Prices to
you!!!
Something for everyone
Fishing, skiing or just cruising along to.your heart's content. A
Harris Flote-Bote is the perfect answer to every boating need.
Oytboard to stern drive. Harris Flote-Botes mean more things
to more people than any other boat.
We receive load after loadirciiii The Makers of America's No. i-Pontoon 
boat which we sell to the No. 1 people in the world - YOU, our customer -
which in turn has made us the No. 1 Dealer in the U. S. A. for the 28'
Harris Flote Bote
Don McClure
See us for these well known Quality Boats
Houseboats: Stardust Cruiser-Gibson-Somerset & Floating Queen
Flotebote Pontoon Boats 2nd largest dollar volume dealer in U. S.
Arrow Glass-Bonanza-Ca rlson-G lastron-M an tra -Ski - Ba rg e
Distributor for Shore-'Land 'R Trailers
Our Outboards are equipped with Evinrude, Mercury and Johnson
Our Sterndrives are either OMC or MerCruiser
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Grayson McClure
Take 94 East out of Murray - 2 miles - Turn on 
280- Follow 280 past Bonner's Grocery (approx. 71'2 miles) Take 
blacktop in-
to Panorama and follow blacktop to you





























































































































Lloyd Ruby At living Legend
Of Bad Luck At Indianapolis
By KAROL STONGER
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) —
Lloyd Ruby is a living legend
of bad luck at the Indianapolis
500, but he has a legion of fol-
lowers who never give up.
During carburetion tests
Thursday. Ruby blew the en-
gine of his white No. 7
McLaren-Offy, the second he
lost in the tfionth of Indy. Al-
most before he had time to say
"shucks" in his Texas twang,
some spectators in the stands
stopped one of his crew and de-
manded assurance that "Luck-
less Lloyd" would be in the sec-
ond row of the starting grid for
Sunday's long grind.
It was trauma for them, but
not for Ruby.
"I don't know whether it's
good or its bad," he said.
"We'll just have to wait and
In a sport synonymous ivith
speed. Ruby has done a lot of
waiting. In 15 tries, second only
to A.J. Foyt in the number of
Indy starts, he has never won
the .pole, much less the race.
He only finished six.
His lack of luck is like a bro-
ken record. Wrecks. Spinouts.
Broken parts. Oil leaks. He
lasted only three laps in 1967.
The race later was postponed
by rain. When it resumed on
another day, he was in another
car. But half the race later he
spun out.
The year 1968 and 1969 were
just as hapless. With 25 laps
left in '68 he was leading, but
costly time in the pits to fix a
faulty coil left him among the
long list of also-rans even
though his actual driving time
was fastest of the field.
The decade of the '60s, as
well as a decade of trying and
failing, ended for Ruby when
he was in the lead after 106
laps. He made a well calcu-
lated pit stop but a bad geta-
way. He tried to move out of
pit row before the crew re-
moved the fuel hose. His gas
tank was left behind and victo-
ry was left to another driver.






















been good to Lloyd, either. He
finished only the rain-shortened
1972 race. Last year, he was
running with the leaders and it
looked as though luck might fi-
nally be looking his way. But
with 13 laps to go, he ran out of
fuel.
"I could feel it coming," he
said. "I knew the way the car
was running I wouldn't last.
-There was nothing we could
do."
But he won't give up. At 47,






) AP) — Asian members of the
International Olympic Com-
mittee were reported trying to
force a showdown Friday oft
China's application to compete
in the Olympic Games.
On the agenda of the final
day of the IOC's annual assem-
bly was China's application for
recognition, accompanied by a
terse demand that Taiwan be
disowned.
IOC sources said the appli-
cation is likely to be Sent back
to Peking on a technicality.
Many members say the con-
stitution of the All-China Sports
Federation, which made the ap-
plication, does not conform to
Olympic regulations.
But these sources said some
Asian members would try to
force a vote in a bid to squeeze
'aiwan out of the Games.
Lord Killanin, IOC president,
was studying a statement put
out by the New China News
Agency in Peking, which de-
clared that the Chiang clique"
in Taiwan is illegally usurping
China's place in the Olympic
movement.
"These political references do
not help China's case," an IOC
source said.
Olympic rules say that na-
tional Olympic committees
must have no political ties with
governments.
That is why the China Feder-
ation's application is not likely
to be accepted this time. But
with a little re-wording, its con-
(ativerristeren)
I support Bill Sullivan for Lt.
Gov. because he is not only a
qualified leader; but one who
has proven his ability to con-
sider people from all walks of
life. Through his leadership, we
no longer pay a sales tax on
groceries, prescription drugs or
farm machinery.
The homestead exemption
from property tax was also ac-
complished during this time.
A Lt. Gov. must be one who
can take over the duties of the
Gov. in emergencies. Bill
Sullivan has done this on
numerous occasions. I urge you
to keep this in mind and support
Bill Sullivan on May 27.
Charles Outland
Rt. 4, Murray
For a free ride to the polls on
election day and a sample ballot
call 753-1372.
(Political ad paid for by Calloway Coun-
ty Committee for Bill Sullivan, Charles
Outland, treasurer
in Sunday's starting field and
again the sentimental favorite
of many of the half-million
spectators.
A man of few words, he will
hope but he won't predict.
"That's what the race is for,"
he said.
But if victory would come,
would it be the last of Lloyd
Ruby and a long legend at
Indy?
"I won't say," he said.




stitution could be as acceptable
as those of the Olympic com-
mittees of the Soviet Union and
other communist countries.
China has won recognition
from a series of international
-sports federations in the last
year. It is now recognized by
nine. It needs to be in good
standing with only five feder-
ations before being admitted
into the Olympic movement.
m eou t With Brandon
By MIKE BRANDON
Sports Editor
'Breds Excited But Not Nervous
STARKVILLE, Miss. — Nervous? No.
Excited? Yes. --..--.2figumatosioroto
That just about sums up 121e mood of the
Murray State Thoroughbreds on the day of
their first appearance in the NCAA playoffs.
The 'Breds arrived in Starkville, Miss., on
the campus of Mississippi State University
early Thursday afternoon. They will get their
first taste of tournament competition at 8:30
p. m. tonight when they meet the Tigers of
Louisiana State University.
Florida State, coached by former Cin-
cinnati Reds shortstop, Woody Woodward,
has to be considered as the favorite for the
tourney. They are ranked number one in the
nation and in five previous meetings withthe
Hurricanes of Miami University the
Seminoles have taken four wins.
Miami has twice played LSU and has won
both encounters. Without a doubt this is the
strongest of any NCAA regional this year.
Most of the people present at a banquet
honoring the four teams last night feel that
the winner of this tournament will win the
college world series in Omaha which will be
held June 6-14.
Last year, Miami won the tourney here in
Starkville and went on to finish second to
NCAA champion UCLA at Omaha.
Randy Oliver, senior southpaw from Hazel,
3/4941,10P,starting on theliillaufray Coach Jahn
Reagan announced Thrtsday night. If
Murray should beat LSU, they would play the
winner of the Florida State-Miami clash,
which kicks off tonight's action at 5:30 p. m.
The two losers of Friday's games will play
at 2 p. m. Saturday. That will eliminate one
team. The Friday winners play at 5:30 p. m.
Saturday.
The 'Breds are staying in McArthur athletic
dormitory on the campus. When the team
arrived, a telegram from the Racer football
team and staff was awaiting.
By car, it was approximately 41/2 hours
from Murray to Starkville. It takes an hour
longer going through Memphis.
So fans who want to come down Saturday
will have plenty of time to get here since it is a
rather short and enjoyable drive.
The 'Breds are ready. The toughest part is
sitting around and waiting for game time.
"We're not nervous," said sophomore
hurler Dana Pearson, who could be called on
to start the third game if the 'Breds get that
far.
"We're psyched and ready to play," added
Pearson.
And in just a few short hours, that's exactly
what they'll be doing.
Foyt Picked 2-1 Favorite At Indy
By JERRY GARRETT
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS ) API — A.J.
Foyt, to the surprise of just
about no one, goes off as a 2-1
favorite Sunday to win his
fourth Indianapolis 500. The
odds for Foyt and 12 others
were set in an informal annual
poll of certain mechanics, offi-
cials and drivers.
Although perimutuel betting
on auto racing is illegal, the
poll — amazingly accurate the
past two years — is conducted
as a friendly survey for infor-
mation purposes only. The poll
:orrectly named Gordon John-
:ock in 1973 and Johnny Ruth-
erford last year as the most
likely to succeed.
Foyt's odds, up from 5-2 after
a blown engine in practice last
week, are the closest ever on
the poll. The line on the three-
time winner says, "He's got it
all together."
Behind the 40-year-old Foyt is
the oldest man in the race, 47-
year-old Lloyd Ruby, who de-
spite his reputation for bad
luck here is given a better shot
at 3-1 than his McLaren team-
Lefty Grove Dead At 75
NORWALK, Ohio (API —
Lefty Grove, the Hall of Fame
pitcher who had a sizzling fast-
ball and a trigger temper, is
dead. Re was 75. "
Robert Moses Grove died
Thursday at his home. Cause of
death was listed as a heart at-
tack.
Of his famous left arm,
Grove once said. the old boy
just played out on me after 21
years, 17 in the big leagues."
In those 17 major league sea-
sons with the Philadelphia Ath-
letics and Boston Red Sox be-
fore he retired in 1941, Grove
posted a 300-140 record for a
fantastic .682 winning per-
centage, compiled a 3.06 earned
run average and registered 2,-
266 strikeouts. He won 20
games or more in a season
eight times, won 31 against just
four losses in 1931 when he
equaled an American League
record of 16 straight victories.
Of his speed, he said, "If I
ever hit a guy on the head with
a fastball, he'd be through. Of
course, I was just a little wild.
That made the hitters stay
loose."
As for his temper, Grove
said, "Did I get sore at my
teammates? Did I yell at Joe
Vote For Bobby Joe "Bob" Nanney
I would like you to meet my wife Kaye and my children, 
Jim and Lisa.
They have all worked very hard in my behalf. I am un-obliga
ted. Honesty
is my promise, I will keep the office open during the lunch hou
r
Please Consider This My Personal illispeal For Your Vote
Idvevv.Artimf%111Nron4tzfr6
Cronin Boston manager)? Yes
sir. Guess I did. I was out there
to, win. That's the only way to
play the game. Yes sir."
The 6-foot-3 Grove, born In
Lonaconing, Md., on March 6.
1900, began his pro career with
Martinsburg of the Blue Ridge
League in 1920 and the moved
up to the old Baltimore Orioles
of the International League
after just part of a season. He
then spent four years with Bal-
timore before joining Phia-
delphia in 1925, where he re-
mained for nine top seasons.
mate, Rutherford. The ride is
Ruby's best ever, the desire is
still strong.
The relaxed, ready appear-
ance this month of Dan Gurney
and driver Bobby Unser has a
lot of people worried. The ,1968
winner is due again. He and
Dan seem to know something
the others don't. Peg him at 4-
1
Rutherford, Tom Sneva and
Gordon Johncock are lumped in
at 7-1. The defending champion
would normally be due for bet-
ter odds, but he has only
recently sorted out a balky new
car, that is identical to Ruby's
machine, but inexplicably pla-
gued with handling troubles.
Sneva, a surprise to many
but not to car owner Roger
Penske, has a good piece of
equipment and knows how to
drive it. If he's around at the
end of 500 miles, he should be
somewhere in the first three.
Johncock has the second fast-
est machine in the field-, and
the only question is will it last?
The new Goosen-Drake-Sparks
engines built especially for
Johncock and teammate Wally
Dallenbach have been expiring
fairly regularly in practice so
far this month.
Tennis Teams Of Murray
High Win Over St. Mary's
The Boys and Girls Tennis
Teams of Murray High School,
coached by Lanette Underwood,
were successfully in all mat-
ches but one in the play with St.
Mary's of Paducah here
Thursday.
In the boys' singles it was Mel
Puree! over Kevin Headrick 8-
0, Kim Tevathan over Richard
Hornbeak 8-2, Mark Homra
over John Lansing 8-0, Boyd
Walker over Marcus Cooper 8-6,
Kevin Ray over Steve Bar-
tholomew 8-1, and Jimmy
Ransom over Gary Hornbeak 8-
0.
Doubles competition saw
Purcell and Ray defeat
Headrick and R. Hornbeak 8-3,
Tevathan and Walker over
Lansing and Cooper 8-2, and
Ransom and Mark Spencer over
Bartholomew and G. Hornbeak
8-2.
Six singles' matches were
played by the girls with Kathy
Outland losing to Denise Kelso
8-6, Jill Austin over Jackie
Renaud 8-4, Robin Burke over
Paul Cvengros 8-2, Candy
Jackson over Gail Cvengros 8-2,
Carol Dick over Taminy-Cooper,-.. -
8-3, and Cahterine Dick over
Cecilia Miller 8-1.
In the doubles' competition
for girls Austin and Outland
over Kelso and Renaud 8-2,
Burke and Jackson over
Cvengros and Cvengros 8-1, and
Carol Dick and Patty McIntosh
over Cooper and Miller 8-2.
New Hall of Fame member
Ralph Kiner hit 12 grand slam
home runs during his National
League career.
Al Unser, a .to-time winner,
always saves his best for In-
dianapolis, but the 10-1 odds on
him reflect the troubles he's
had in past years. Teammate
Mario Andretti is back at 12-1,
taking into account his ninth
row starting position.
Mike Mosley, a consensus
pick to win a big one someday,
is sandwiched between Al and
Mario at 11-1.
Dallenbach, considered the
. dark horse of the race, is at 14-
1. He could be higher in the
survey, except that he hasn't
done the development work
that Johncock has.
A trio at 15-1 are the longest
shots taken this year — Billy
Vukovich, Jimmy Caruthers
and Jerry Grant. The lines: Vu-
kovich "new ride working




Of course, others in the 33-
car field have a chance to win,
especially if hot weather pre-
vails, as is forecast. Hot, humid
conditions should be toughest
on the fastest cars, where the
engines will be working at high-
er temperatures and more like-
ly to fail.
. Ellie and I would like to thank the people of
Calloway County for the hospitalitv. kindness. and
generosity extended to us while campaigning for this
office.
Because of the time inzposed upon me in serving (IS
your Commonwealth .4ttomey, it has been humanly
impossible to -personally cohiact each and even- voter
in Calloway. Livingston, and Marshall counties. If I
have not been able to meet with you, please Consider
this a.c my personal requgst for ;your tote.... 
forPROGRESS without EXTRAVAGANCE
If it's a wedding, a prom or a formal
party, you'll want the help of a
professional to make sure you go for-
mally correct. Come in and let us
help coordinate your colors with
what the girls are wearing. We have
ruffled shirts in many colors and
more than 30 styles of tuxedos from
which to choose.
Help the formal





Democratic Primary May 27,1975
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Bill Hands Has Lost Velocity But Not Vitality As A Pitcher
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Bill Hands has lost his veloc-
ity, but none of his vitality.
At the age of 3.5, Hands no
longer throws the ball as hard
as he used to, but appears to be
pitching as well as ever.
''There's an old saying about
Baseball
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Milwaukee 20 15 .571 —
Boston 18 16 .529 1/2
Detroit 16 17 .485 3
Baltimore 16 20 _444 41/2
New York 15 21 .417 .51/2
Cleveland 14 20 .412 51/2
West
Texas 22 16 .579
Oakland 21 16 .568
California 21 19 .525 2
Kansas City 21 19 .525 2
Minnesota 17 17 .500 3
Chicago 16 21 .432 51/2
Thursday's Results
Texas 6, Milwaukee 0
California 6, Boston 3
Chicago 2, Baltimore 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Oakland (Siebert 0-0) at
Cleveland (G. Perry 5-5), n
California (Ryan 8-1) at Bos-
ton (Tient 4-5), n
Texas (Jenkins 5-2) at New
York (Hunter 5-41, n
Baltimore (Grimsley 1-4) at
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 5-31, n
Minnesota (Hughes 4-1 or
Blyleven 4.1) at Milwaukee
(Sprague 1-1), _n -
Detroit (CaGrow. _3-3) at Chi-
cago (Wood 2-7), h
Saturday's Games
Oakland at Cleveland
California at Boston, natl tv
Detroit at Chicago, backup tv
Texas at New York, n
Minnesota at Milwaukee, n
Sunday's Games
Oakland at Cleveland, 2
Detroit at Chicago, 2
Texas at New York
California at Boston





Chicago 22 15 595
Philphia 20 17 541
Pittsburgh 18 16 529
New York 16 16 500
Montreal 13 19 406
St Louis 14 21 400
West
Los Angeles 27 15 643
Cincinnati 21 20 .512
San Diego 20 20 .500
S.Francisco 19 19 .500
Atlanta 20 21 .488
Houston 16 27 .372
Thursday's Results
Pittsburgh 4, San Diego 2
Los' Angeles 8, Chicago 3
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York (Matlack 4-3) at
Atlanta (Morton 5-3), n
Philadelphia (Underwood 5-3)
at Cincinnati (Nolan 2-3), n
Montreal (Blair 2-41 at Hous-
ton (Roberts 2-4), n
Pittsburgh (Brett 3-2) at San
Diego (Spillner 2-51, n
St. Louis (Forsch 4.3 Or
McGlothen 3-4) at Los Angeles
1Rau 5-21, n
Chicago (Reuschel 3-3) at San
Francisco (Falcone 3-3), n
Saturday's Games
Chicago at San Francisco
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, n
New York at Atlanta, n
Montreal at Houston, n
St. Louis at Los Angeles. n
Pittsburgh at San Diego, n
Sunday's Games
New York at Atlanta
Philadelphia at Cincinnati
Montreal at Houston
Pittsburgh at San Diego
Chicago at San Francisco













never underestimate class —
Bill was first class today," said
Milwaukee's Jim Colborn, who
was outdueled 6-0 by the veter-
an Texas right-hander Thurs-
day.
Hands, a one-time 20-game
winner with the Chicago Cubs
in the National League and a
member of the Minnesota
Twins' staff before coming to
_ the-RangscsAlisb. ,sk,pite.bakl
a gorgeous Me-hi
After two frustrating seasons
with the Twins, Hands appears
to .have come into his own with
the Rangers. Thursday's victo-
ry raised his record to 5-2 and
lowered his earned run average
to 2.10.
"It's just taken me awhile to
learn the hitters in the Ameri-
can League," said Hands, who
pitched the Rangers into first
place in the American League
West.
The Rangers took a half-
game lead over the idle Oak- Jim Sundberg and Tovar
land A's with the victory, opened the Texas eighth with
• • - 'ether American *tangles and- base hiLs by -Willie
Davis and Mike Hargrove pro-
duced the first two Ranger runs
of the inning. After Davis and
Hargrove worked a double
steal, Jim Spencer was ,in-
tentionally walked and then
League games, the California
Angels beat the Boston Red Sox
6-3 and the Chicago White Sox
nipped the Baltimore Orioles 2-
1. In the National League, the
Pittsburgh Pirates trimmed the
San Diego Padres 4-2 and the
Los Angeles Dodgers defeated
the Chicago Cubs 8-3.
The Texas-Milwaukee game
was closer than the final score
indicated. Hands only had one
run to work with until his team-
mates erupted for four runs in
the eighth inning.
Toby Harrah singled home two
more runs.
Angels 6, Red Sox 3
Rookie Jerry Remy scored
the first run after a leadoff
triple and then drove in two
more, helping California whip
Boston.
Bill Singer settled down after
Fred Lynn hit a three-run
homer in the third inning to
-pick op his fourth victory of the
season. The right-hander. has
lost five games.
' • White Sox 2, Orioles 1
Carlos May singled across
two runs in the third inning and
Jim Kaat, with relief help from
Rich Gossage, recorded his sev-
enth victory as Chicago nipped
Baltimore.
Pir9tes 4, Padres 2
Pittsbiiigh's Willie Stargell
broke a 2-2 tie with a two-run
homer in the fifth inning as the
Pirates snapped a three-game
losing streak by beating Sari
Diego.
Dodgers 8, Cubs 3
-- Ron Cey doubled -flontef-tive
runs in a four-run sixth inning
and Jimmy Wynn's RBI single
triggered a four-run seventh as
Los Angeles whipped Chicago
for Burt Hooton's first victory
against his former club.
PORTS





Experienced in Community Service
Pobbcal adverbstrig paid for by Torn Perkins
Flett Acquired
ATLANTA (AP) — Bill
"Cowboy" Flett, who scored 43
goals two years ago, has been
acquired by the Atlanta Flames
of the National Hockey League.
Flett, 31, and an eight-year
veteran of the NHL, was pur-
chased from the Toronto Maple
Leafs on waivers Thursday, the
Flames said.
Flett, a right wing, becomes
a free agent June 1.
With Toronto last year. Flett
had 15 goals and 25 assists. He
was traded to the Leafs after
four years with the Phila-
delphia Flyers, scoring the 43
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We're Featuring Johnson & Johnson Products
SPECIAL OFFER
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Bel-Air Shopping
Center
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sun.
Phone 753-8304
We're Wishing







* Johnson & Johnson
P (24 Lobwtt: )FREE PE SI COLA CASE OF 4.
Handy order form (full details) available in our stores
4.




































































































































































































Guerrillas, Phalangist Forces Battle Fourth Day In Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon AP) -
Palestinian guerrillas and the
private army of Lebanon's
right-wing Phalangist party
battled for the fourth day today
with mortars, machine guns
and bazookas after the Leba-
nese government failed in an
attempt to put a buffer force
between them. -
The casualty toll rose to
more than 25 dead and 150
wounded.
Residents in the battle area
on the eastern outskirts of Bei-
rut said special police forces
that tried to establish a buffer
zone between the warring fac-
tions Thursday night withdrew
when they were caught in a.
crossfire
- This morning they were re-
ported observing the shooting
but not participating.
The Moslem Palestinians and
the Christian Phalangists bat-
tled for five days last month
after a shooting at tbeAtailear.
tion of a Christian church- .
guarded by the Phalangist mi-
litia. Two hundred persons
were killed and more than 500
were wounded.
The fighting this week was
touched off by a clash Tuesday
between some Palestinians and
a police patrol.
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the Palestinians endanger
Lebanon by their guerrilla op-
erations against Israel from
bases in southern Lebanon. The
Palestinians charge that the
Phalangists are trying to drive
them out of the country or im-
pose restrictions on guerrilla
-,411k1 111SH'tbribli.•
estine liberation movement.
The tension and periodic out-
breaks of fighting have hurt
Lebanon's tourist trade and
Beirut's image as the stable fi-
nancial center of the Arab
world.
Schools, banks and business
establishments have been
closed. Shopkeepers have
struck in support of one or the
other faction. Postal service
and transit trade at the port
have been disrupted since
Mara). Some foreign com-
panies have indicated they
might have to leave Beirut un-
less conditions improve.
Elsewhere in the Middle
East:
The Cairo newspaper Al Ah-
ram reported that Libya has
granted the Soviet Union army,
naval and air bases on Libyan
territory in exchange for Soviet
agreement to sell the Libyans
$4 billion worth of tanks, mis-
siles and other of the "latest
sophisticated arms in the Soviet
arsenal."
Because of the very bad rela-
tions between Col. Muammar
Khadafy and President Anwar
Sadat of Egypt, the big Soviet
arms sale to Libya was certain
o increase Egyptian dis-
pleasure with the Soviet Union.
An Egyptian political magazine
claimed in early May that
Khadafy is building a line of
fortifications along the Libyan-
Egyptian border as a prelimi-
nary to invading Egypt and
uniting the two countries by
force.
Firing was reported across
the Israeli-Jordanian border for
the first time in several years.
The Israeli military command
reported that one of its patrols
came under small-arms fire
from Jordan south of Galilee
and returned the fire. One Is-
raeli was reported wounded.
The Israeli foreign ministry
expressed ''satistaettOtt •
gratitude" for the letter by 76
U.S. senators to President Ford
opposing any attempt to reduce
American support for Israel.
The White House said the Pres-
ident "welcomes all sugges-
tions" and pointed out that the
United States is conunitted to
the "survival of a free and in-
dependent Israel."
An Arab League representa-
tive in Washington said the sen-
*Mrs werirtackfak ta blink'
check for Israel to continue to
procrastinate in complying with
U.N. resolutions pertaining to




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Former Gov. Louie Nunn says
a lawsuit filed by Elmer Begley
Jr. demanding that Nunn tell
what happened to $100,000 given
to the state Republican party
from the 1968 campaign of
Richard Nixon is "legal foolish-
ness and political stupidity."
The suit filed Thursday by
Begley, who's running for the
GOP nomination for governor,
asks that he be told who was
given the money in 1971, and
what happened to it, and asks
that if it was not spent, it be
returned "by Louie B. Nunn to
the Republican Party of Ken-
tucky."
-If he'd asked me, I'd have
told him," Nunn said. "It was
all published by the news
media long ago."
Nunn was given the money
personally by former President
Nixon's personal lawyer, Her-
bert Kalmbach, according to an
affidavit filed by Kalnibach.
"They gave it to me because
they knew me and they told me























OUR BAND IS GOING

















THIS IS NO WAY FOR A
13ANGALLA PRESIDENT TO
LEAVE A FRIENDLY NATION.
ALL AH-60E3'!-- WAS


















paign,'• Nunn said, referring to
the unsuccessful 1971 guberna-
torial campaign of Thomas
Emberton. Nunn said he passed
it on to Emberton's campaign
officials. "I wasn't acting as
governor, but as an individual,
he said."
"This suit is nothing more
than use of the courts for politi-
cal purposes," Nunn added.
Begley filed' a similar suit
earlier, naming Robert Gable,
who's also running for the GOP
nomination for governor, and
last Monday made Nunn a party
to that suit. However, he said,
he later decided to file a




LOUISVILLE, Ky. API -
Col. James 0. Day retired from
the U. S. Army last summer to
run for lieutenant governor of
Kentucky.
He says he has spent -22
Mrs serving the cause of free-
dom," and that he entered the
political arena along with 10
other candidates for the Demo-
cratic nomination because he
feels he must help restore hon.
lipeovernrnentying that the public trus
was badly damaged by the Wa-
tergate scandals, the 45-year-
old native of Menifee County
added -1 think Kentucky needs
a new light, a new day."
"That's my slogan - A New
Day for Kentucky," he said.
A 1952 graduate of West
Point, Day served both in
Korea and in Vietnam, and for -
the six years before retirement
was assigned to Washington.
Since November, Day has
been traveling back and forth
across the state. He said he has
logged 20,000 miles "from Pike-
ville to Paducah" but is still
worried that he hasn't been as
many places as he should have.
He said most of his $6,000
campaign budget has been
spent on travel expenses, ad-
vertising in local papers and on
such staples as bumper stick-
ers, posters and printed match-
es and cards.
"I've had a modest cam-
paign," he said. ''People are
leery of big, expensive cam-
paigns."
Day said he loves going door-
to-door and feels that his per-
son-to person contacts are suc-
cessful. However, he is afraid
that he is not well enough
known outside Central Ken-
tucky.
That he blames largely on
neglect by the media.
"I've had difficulties with
getting the press to realize that
I am a candidate," he said.
He hopes to become better
known by conducting a blitz-
like campaign in the last two
weeks before the primary.
What are his chances? -I feel
I;ke I'm the best candidate," he
said.
"If Mrs. (candidate Thelma I
Stovall has 100,000 votes; kiss
us all goodby," he said. "But if




HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. AF) -
Hofstra University here will of-
fer a six-week, June 2-July 11,
intensive study-training pro-
gram in arts management.
This is in response to a grow-
ing concern for more expert
handling of finances and other
administrative problems of arts
organizations.
The program will cover five
areas: management, account-
ing, marketing, law and the
arts. The arts area will. deal
VIM idiotic standards, current
and evolving art trends and
factors involved in relating the
arts to the communities and en-





















Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED











B6! Kelp! now all fair in
one capsule, BSI TOT





Paid for by the Sullivan for LI
Governor Campaign Committer
5 Lost And Found
LOST EAST of Murray on
A B. Lassiter Road, White
female poodle. Call 753-
8500.
LOST-CLUTCH billfold,
red white, blue, Sunday
around 12:30 in vicinity of
Kwik Pic Grocery Store.
No questions asked. Just
return my important
papers. Dorothy Orten,






436-2569 or 435-2266 after 5
p.m.
BODY MEN wanted. Hicks
Body Shop. Call 753-6243.
BEAUTICIAN, part-time.
Apply at Personnel Of-
fice, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.





WANT TO buy good used
camper trailer, 13 ft. or
larger. Phone 753-7546.
GOOD USED swingset.
Call after 7 p.m. at 492-
8538.
15. Articles For Sale
PERSONS HAVING
relatives or friends buried
in Goshen Cemetery,
interested in upkeep, send
contributions to Mrs.





TER, steady work for
uag suN interior. Call 753-5287.
ALL AROUND Body and
Fender Man, painter and
estimator Chicago
suburb. Salary to fit ex-
















sale. 4-6 p.m. each day.,




all ladies and little girls
famous brand names.
Men and boys. 25 per cent











HELP IS in reach. Dial




BER Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067.
JACK AND Jill - openings







A regular display, must be




- must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
pithltration
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to express
our appreciation and
sincere thanks to our
friends, relatives and
neighbors who were so
thoughtful during the
sudden death of our loved
one Keys Patterson.
Thanks to each of you for
the many beautiful
oflowers, food and other
• acts of kindness. A special
thanks to Bro. John Dale
and Rev. Gerald Owens
for their comforting
Mrs. ,Oneida White







calls. Must be able to




for calling on farmers.
Motivated self-starters
only. Call or write P.O.
Box 128 Paris, Ten.n., 901-
642-8742.
LADIES WANTED: For
house to house canvass
for new Murray City
Directory. We pay weekly
commissions on your
production. Must be able
to devote at least 5 hours
per day. If selected,
actual starting date will
be May 26th. Write,
stating age, address and



















13 For Sale Or Tradc•
FOR SALE good riding
lawn Mower. Would trade
for small John boat. Call
753-4684.
14 Want To Buy
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free. appraisals.
-Raul F..lairiza., na-sze,
GOOD USED girls bicycle
for 6-year-old. Approx. 20
inch. Call 485-2510.
AIR CONDITIONER for
sale. 18,000 BTU. Good
condition. Call 753-3934.
SOLID OAK antique green
bed and dresser. Decca




TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
lb. Home Furnishings
FOR SALE good used 36-
inch coppertone Tappea
gas range. Used one year.
Call 753-0226 after 5 p.m.
EXTRA NICE couch and
chair, reasonable. Call
753-0168.
FORMICA TOP table and
six chairs. Color-tan. 492-
8432.
QUEEN SIZE bed frame
-and solid maple head










washing machine in good
condition. Call 753-6135.





green, $50. Two modern
chairs, one brown, $15,
and one orange, $20. Call
489-2324.
TWO FROST free
refrigerators, one with ice
maker. Also a straight
stitch sewing machine.
Call 753-0249.




frost free 17.6 cu. feet.
Gold, ice maker, two yrs.
old $300.00. 753-9901.
PIM SALE: black and
white TV, stereo, couch







THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new' Kistiys are *arts
up to $80. Come in and ;ft






• •• -•••-• 
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Buy, Sell Rent Or Trade Through Murray Ledger & Tim
es Classifieds
19. Farm Equipment
165 BUSHEL grain wagon,
like new. 1969 Javelin, 6-
cylinder, 3-speed. Call
435-4537 after 4:30 p.m.





FOR SALE 6 H.P. 25-inch
Huffy riding lawn mower.
Good condition. $125. Call
753-5315.
BOUGHT NEW Gibson
tiller. Used it twice. Am
now moving. It's yours for
$225.00 Call 7534358.
WIDE FRONT end Avery
tractor, with cultivator
and disc. Can be seen at
Duncan's Garage, East
94, or Call 753-9983.
20. Sports Equipment
14' POLARKRAFT wide
bottom boat, 20 hp
Johnson Moody trailer,
trolling motor and bat-
tery, seats, life jackets,
used 4 times. $950. Call
753-8358.
14' POLAR/CRAFT with 2
yr. old 20 hp. Johnson










H.P. Buick V-6 motor.
Boat, motor, and trailer
in excellent condition.
Call Don Tucker, 753-4342
or 753-1930.
USED GOLF CLUBS for
sale. Four woods, Wilson
staff; 2-9 irons and wedge,
Golfcraft, plus bag $75.`
Call 753-5083 after 5 p.m.
20 H.P. Johnson motor,
1969, remote control!.
$325. Call 753-0249.
CAMPER TOP for long
wheel base truck. See Rob














Or will trade for good
used rotillar. Call 435-
4433.
22. Musical





Realistic 8 track tape
recorder. Call 489-2687.
BALDWIN PIANOS and











NA uRadios w 0
TV's X
J B Music








long .10 each, Bean Poles,
104" long, .25 each. Call CB RADIO, 23 channels.
753-9618. Robin one month old with
antenna. $125.00. Call 753-
24. Miscellaneous 27 Mobile 
Home Sales
MEMORIAL WEEKEND 
12 x 50' CHAMPION, 2
special - 5 per cent 
bedroom, carpeted,
discount on all storage 
underpinned, and air
buildings in stock and 
conditioned. Priced to
patio covers. custom built. See at Riviera Cti or
portable buildings 1ocatect-1111" ..""
on Hicks Cemetery Road,
one mile south of Cherry





shampooers for rent at
Marimik Industrial
Supply, 753-7753.
WATER HEATER Sale, 5
year outright warranty:
All heater elements are
4500 watt round models.
30 gallon single element
$66.88. Double Element
models 30 gallon $69.88. 40
gal. $79.88, 52 gallon
$89.88. 82 gallon, $129.88.
Table top double element




TILLER 3 H. P. B&S






equipment, 6 months old,
five dryers, 1 hydraulic















Hwy 94 E Mammy
753 9437
26. TV Rath()
Ilse Ribs*, Baseball Lime. Al Wye try eats
Saturday
May 31, 1975
behind the Kirksey School Building.
Tryouts will begin with:
Park League (boys 6-8) 9:00o. m.
(Girls 712) 10:00 a. m.
Little League (Boys 9-12) 11:000. m.
(Girls 12-17) 1:00 p. m.
Those who have not filled out applications








The best selection of
quality built user homes
at a reasonable price
527-9981
5742 before 5 p.m.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 CHEVELLE mobile
home, $3000, on Hwy. 464.
753-7.566.
PRICED USED but brand
new, 12 x 64, all electric, 2
bedroom, and front dining





12 x 60 SCHULT mobile






china cabinet. Phone 527-
9981.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
28. Heating & Cooling




Cools but noisy. $35.












Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME for rent or
sale. 12 x 64 Melody home,
3 bedroom, all electric.
Call 753-8682, after 4:00
p.m.
10 and 20 WIDE traitors.






ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
1975 MOBILE home double
wide, 3 bedroom, com-
pletely furnished, 11 acres
land, all tendable. Creek
runs through center, all
fenced. Located on Coles
Camp Ground Road, 3
miles from city limits.
Sell or trade for 2 or 3
bedroom house in town.
Call 753-8133.
12 x 65 SCHULTZ mobile
home. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-0584.
FOR SALE or rent:
Traitor, two bedrooms,
near Coldwater. 1. mile
off 121. Call 489-2657.
12 x 44' ALL electric house
trailer. Take over
payments. May be seen at
Duncan's Garage, East 94
or call 753-9983.
TRAILER SPOT rental -
two nice spaces now
available. Small, quiet
court. Mobile Home
Village on Bailey Road.
For information phone
753-3895 or 753-3482.
•I2 x 60-CHEVEILE mobil;
home, $2800 on Hwy. 464
12 x 65 HOWARD JOHN-
SON, 2 bedroom, Central
heat and air 13.13 Fox
Meadows Call 753-4768
FOR RENT - House
Trailer, 10' x 42', for one




home for rent. Air con-
ditioned. Call 753-6636.





32 Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT
Nice furnished apart-
ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
am:gated. • -Alna.,,ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865. days, or








central heat and air.
Built-in kitchen. Located




or teachers only. 753-2898.
Retired Couples
Where one is 62 Of over. If your
net worth is less than $5,000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental. New 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments is Murray Manor,
Central air conditiorung and










South 16th St., 753-6609.
LARGE FURNISHED two-
bedroom apartment. No
pets. Available now until
Aug. 15th. 6100.00 per





weekly or monthly rental.
May be seen at Kelly's
Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street.
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished, all electric heat
and air-conditioned, very





Aily 25. Call 753-6524.
LARGE VACANT nice
modern apartment,
furnished, in country. $75







MURRAY MANOR - All




Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
FURNISHED APART-





ment. furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
FURNISHED ROOM for
rent. Call 753-1387. Across
from university.
34. Houses For Rent
HOUSE FOR Rent will be
available after June 15th.
No Pets, $50.00 deposit.
Call 753-6069 or 753-8243.
No calls after 8:00 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath house with many







Street. $150. Call 753-7548.
FOUR BEDROOM house
for family, within half
block of MSU Campus.
753-3202 evenings.
HOUSE FOR rent, three
bedrooms, two baths, den,
living room, large kit-
chen, carport, spacious
yard, convenient shop-
ping center within 2
blocks. Call 7624288 days
or 753-2214.. after 5 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM house
for rent. Available June I.
Call 753-8124.
FURNISHED THREE
bedroom, 2 bath house.
Convenient location Ideal
for college students. Call
753-3493,
FOR SALE four Jersey





puppies, 51/2 weeks old.
$45.00 each. Males and
Females. Phone 753-7941.
ONE IRISH Setter, dtale




male 18 months old, 120
lbs. Perfect pet and farm
watch dog. $100. Call 753-




House for 4 coNogre girls or boys
Olive et 161h, moor irriroor.
eor coroditionyed
One 753-5108 after 6
. m. and on Sunday
36. For Rent Or Lease
SOYBEAN GROUND,
approx. 40 acres. Cash
basis only. $25 per acre.
Call 492-8784.
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate. 100 x
209 ft $30 per month
.
Hook-up for trailer. Call
753-9143 after 2 p.m. or
753-4655
37. Livestock Supplies
BLACK ANGUS bull, call
753-2987
38. Pets. , Stipoties
NOW AVAILABLE -
Beautiful sable and white
collie puppies-AKC
registered - Call 443-7969
(Paducah) after 4 p.m.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,




BAY FILLY, 2 year. old.,.
black mane and tail,'
gaited. unbroken Call
753-4401












YARD SALE, two party,
Saturday 24th May, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Watch for signs
on Poplar Street between
15th and 16th Furniture,
toys, clothes, odds and
ends, Rain or shine.
CARPORT SALE -4 party,
May 22 and 23, Friday and
Saturday, 8-5 p.m. 313
South 8th. Clothes,
jewelry, lots of nice
glassware, old furniture
including wine cabinet






wigs, clothes, childrens 3
and under, cameras. 820




and Friday. 121 Hazel
Highway 11/2 miles from
Murray, 8-3:30 p.m.




. water skies and odds and
ends. 1007 Main Street.
Plenty of parking in rear.
All day Saturday until 5
p.m.
GARAGE SALE May 24




and some antiques, 1506
Henry.
GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
9 a.m.-3 p.m. 1513 Kirk-
wood Drive.
GARAGE SALE. Flowers,
crafts, toys, clothes, etc.
121 Concord highway, 1/2
mile from city limits, left
at Overby Road 200 yards.
Saturday, 8 a.m.
YARD SALE Saturday, 204
S. 9th, 10-5 p.m.
41. Public Sales
CARPORT SALE, May 23




One-third to 17 acres.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor. Bob Rodgers,
Associate .'Off ice 753-0101,
home 753-7116.
THE QUALIFIED per
sonnet at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
lo you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call






Hwy., 1 acre, Roads,
Trees, Lake, Golf, Fish
& Hunt, rich soil. 500
million $ Power plant
under const. near by. 84
payments 7 per cent Int.
Pics & Info. Write NTR,
9124 N. 66th Place
Paradise Valley,
Arizona 85253
JUST A FEW OF OUR MANY GOOD LISTINGS
Wooded retreat near the lake. 32 acres mostly
wooded just 4 mile from Kentucky Lake and
mile off hwy. 94 Fast. Priced to sell at $16,000.
15 acres on Irving Cobb Road suitable for
developing. Has nine good building sites. 30,000
broad feet of mature lumber. 6 acres cleared.
$15,000.
8 acres of good land, modern 2 bedroom brick h
ome
on Irving Cobb Rd. City water, has good stock barn,
2 out buildings with electricity and water. Short
walk to Lee's grocery. Pretty setting. Ideal for
young couple or retired couple. $33,000. . -
Store in Concord doing very good business. Includes
building, all stock and fixtures on about 11/2 acres. 6
room modern. 2 baths. Apt. over store. Call us for
more details.
Wooded lot' with nice trailer in Baywood Vista.
--- Trailer is 10 by 48 and all furniture is included on
large lot. $5,500.
Near the High School on Blair Street is this nearly
new 3-bedroom brick in tip-top shape. Has 1/2 baths,
separate family room, lovely carpet and central
heat and air. Possession with deed. $32,500.00
Gatesboro home with 3-bedrooms, 2 baths, 2
fireplaces, all built-ins, den and large game room.
Double garage, carpet, drapes. A lovely home for
only $46,500.
145 ACRE FARM on Faxon Road. 70 acre tendable.
Has large home with walk out basement. Has 6
bedrooms, 2 baths, some carpet, 2 fireplaces,
washer-dryer hook-up. Owner anxious to move to
town. $55,000.00.
Three bedroom 1 bath, kitchen-dining, com-
bination, living room, utility room, wall-to-wall car-
peting with new inlay in kitchen and bath, built-ins,
drapes, 5 closets, carport with outside storage. A
very nice home for only $24,000.
Nearly new three bedroom, 1/2 bath, brick home,
living room, kitchen-den combination ( all built-ins).
Fireplace, wall-to-wall carpeting with central heat
and air. Listed at 636,500.
Lovely Two Bedroom cypress home on large water-
front lake lot. Thermopane windows, central 
heat
and airlovely kitchen with built-in range and side
by side refrigerator-freezer. Washer and dryer 
and
completely furnished. Large fireplace and large
screened porch. $33,000.00
1202 Melrose, really nice 3 bedroom brick with all
built-ins. Central heat and air, carpet, draperies.
Attached garage. A real sharpe place. $28,500.
Just north of Kirk.sey on blacktop is a nice brick
home on 5 acre tract. Has long highway 
frontage
suitable for subdividing. House is modern with 
cen-
tral heat and air, 2 baths, carpet, garage, nice
 kit-
chen with new dishwasher, utility room, good 
well
and priced to sell at $26,500.
In Alino, 2 bedrooms brick veneer, almost c
om-
pletely redecorated, some shade well worth 
the
money at $13,000.00.
Catalina Drive. 3 bedroom. 1/2 bath brick veneer on
large lot. Home has central heat and air, all General
Electric appliances, wall-to-wall carpets, 5 closets
with one being a walk-in plus a one car garage and
patio. Priced to sell at $32,500.
Good income property-above average. 8 unit apart-
ment complex. Each apartment units rents for $90
per month. Tenant pays own utilities. Listed at
664,000.
Want income? A 3 unit apartment near the Univer-
sity. Always rented. Income is $350 per month. Good
return on investment at $30,500.
On Loch Loman near all schools - large 3 bedroom
( large closets), living room, dining room, family
room, kitchen with built-ins,•utility, 2 baths and a
hugh (24' x 28') garage with enclosed storage room
plus permanent stairs to attic storage, also has
patio. On a large 100' x 225' lot. Qualifies for $2,000
REBATE on 1975 taxes.
Twelve acre farm with 2 bedroom home that has
been completely redecorated, has living room,
dining room, one bath, kitchen and utility room,
good outside storage, and stock barn. About 5 miles
from Ky. Lake $16,000. Additional acreage
available.
WELL LOCATED ON KEENLAND DRIVE. 4
bedroom brick veneer on large lot. Central gas heat,
central air, 2 baths, kitchen with all built-ins, double
carport, wall to wall carpet, drapes, $41,500.00.
NICE 3 BEDROOM, 1/2 bath frame house just off of
121 West of Stella, has 1/2 acres. Property has two
new buildings, one is 24' x 50' shop with bath and 10'
door. Second is 14' x 16' storage. Both arelnsulated.
Has new well pump and pipe. Home being
redecorated. An excellent buy at $25,000.
ON NO. 464 3rd House just west of Kirsey an at-
tractive 2 bedroom masonry home. Has wall to wall
carpet, new air conditioner, new range. Good well.
Pos. ssion with deed. Priced at only $15,500.
Just Reduced - spacious older home. 507 Broad
Street. Brick veneer, 11/2 story with full dry
ement. Has central gas heat, gas incenerator,
carpeted, large well landscaped lot with many
blooming shrubs, large outside storage room,
double carport. Real comfort for some lucky
family. Reduced to $32,000.
Thirteen acre farm about 4 miles west of Murray.
Huge concrete floor barn, ideal for boarding horses.
Has solid 2 bedroom, I bath, living room, kitchen
and utility room plus huge attic, carport with
storage on a wooded lot with good garden spot.
1104 Mulberry is a nice 2 bedroom stucco at a
Modest price. Gas heat. New carpet and completely
painted inside. $12,500.
Nice three bedroom brick concrete home on large
lot in almo Heights. Has two car cleanup shop. This
placed is priced right for quick sale.
Seven acre farm with three bedroom brick home
Located 6 miles from Murray on Highway 94 East
This home has been well kept and has large sloping
front lawn.
Beautiful 21/2 story home on north 18th with
basement. Has pella window, central gas heat and
electric air, formal dining room, all built-ins in Kit-
chen, large attractive lawn with shade. This is a fine
home. Must see to appreciate.
Three bedroom brick veneer corner Broad & Good-
man in Bagwell Manor, has kitchen and den com-
bination, sewing room, 2 baths, 2 car garage, utility
room and storage. Some trees double concrete
drive. Priced $34,000.00. REBATE.
We can assist you in arranging financing. We have
customers who are looking for homes like yours.
Call us to list your home.
WE NEED NEW LISTINGS
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Sheet .M•mbrer of Mult
iplo Listings Phone 753-7724
-- Out Sales ...
Guy Spann - 743-2587, 
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725 .
Louise Baker. 753-2409 Loal D. Cole - 7





























































































































/T PAYS TO ADVERTISE ... ADVERT/SE WHERE /1" PAYS: ..
43 Real Estate
WILSON INSURANCE
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to, call 753-3263
• v-or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
NORTH 16th Extended, 3
bedroom, 11,2 bath, brick
veneer home with
fireplace, wall to wall
carpet on 16L2 acres. Has
30 x 42 unattached
garage, Call or contact
Boyd Majors, 105 North
12th, 753-8080.
lice 2 bedroom frame home in
city with five acres, toned com-
mercial. liedeced to $25,000.
Extre mice A-framis ambit in
lakevecy Shores folly furnished,
priced to set
2 bedroom masonite siding
home with emir& gas hut,
wldl te will carpeting, 2 blocks




Across from Post Office
Phone 753-3263
43. Real Estate
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on
acre lot. One car garage
Two miles from Murray.
Call for appointment. Call
753-9931.





water, all weather streets
and lake access. Any lot
may be purchased for $10
down and small monthly
payment. Phone 436-5320
or 436-247;




CORNER LOT in Baywood
Vista. Call 489-2156.
45. Farms For Sale
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
THREE ACRES land, iix
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
7494, or 753-7263.
CATTLE FARM, 70 acres,
livable house, 7 miles
north of Murray, call 753-
4710 after 6:30 p.m.
46. Humes For Sale
Custom Hay Bailing





Saturday, May 31st, is the LAST DAY to purchase
Gty of Murray BUSINESS PRIVILEGE and VEHICLE
LICENSES (CITY STICKERS) to avoid a 10% penalty that
will be added June 1. The City Clerk's office will be
open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. May 31st for the
convenience of those who are unable to purchase their




-HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
AUCTION
Saturday, May 31
at 2:30 p. m., at the Gateway Junction, JCT. of Hwys
68 E. 641 in Marshall Co.
Mr khrg hut begat property North of ladianepolis end wis will of
for tli• following
CAPS & TRUCKS
1, 1974 Pastier Catalina, 4 deer soden, power & air, 16,000 
miles, 1,
1961 model Corvair 95 'very clam' pick op with camper, wit
h yes
stove, refrigerator, gas light, and 12 to 110 Eights, sash, 
running
water, commode, simps 4, 1, 1957 Nash Metropolitan, 2 door 
hard
rep. I. 1956 Ford F600 truck with dump hod, 1, 1941 Ford cab
 ever
1/2 tea truck with %nitwit vex body.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT & TRACTOR
1020 Ferguson trector, yeti propelled, rWiag type seal co
ating
machisse for priing driveways and perking lots with traPer, Ga
las 3
Is 5 tea refer with transport tongs. I wheels, snivels 
spreader.
Hooch asphalt paver S to 12' odivetable, 220 electric 
weldor, 'warty
sow 10 h. p. Basler air cooled engine.
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
Steadies steel career & Wei her, with grill & baryon, meat 
slicer
glasses. Set's, severwers, ceps, 7 bele stainless stool se
ek, 7
stainless steel coaster top aisissets, 3' x 4' doable face ONO 
siga,
gas weer boater. RC drink but awe 170, 9" plastic 
letters, 3 toe
wwter coolotd air ceredltirraer, 3 air csadiriessers 'needs 
repair', 2
York 400 lb. per dirt, smal cube, ice making machines 'good
 cess-
ation', 7 Teri 400 6. ice main machares, 'Rood repair',
 2 ice
makise macidau 'need repair', will aerated haat ma
chine.
FURNITURE IL COLLECTIBLES
it- Osier TV, 2, 6' weed eirpiews props, electrk 
beam, 10
Westiisgleoese el-channel TV, Zenith 4 speed record player, 1 s
et of
law books, Figureless vilentieg table, refrigerator,
 freezer cola-
bioaties, sew Oster food massager, micro wove eve*, 
Rote area,




Covered boat tre&er with ivesides, S gas pimps, 10 large irtise
l win-
dow Moms, ridieg lawn mower 'reroglit' with • 
nieber tired worm,
situ hoses of pluming sopplies, electric wiring, 1 sat of 
overload
springs for HI, Nisonefite chain saw. PewerOte converter 12 
to 110,
36' pipe wrench, 7 stool deers, aboosisseim frame 16 g
lees croak sot
window, sir pomp Mill/lOW tank, siomiame screens, small 
haul tools
1 BUILDING
74's 24' &ilk car garage, less How 3 years old, 
Waage to be
moved from premises is 60 days it less
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT






THOMAS WHITE it IONS Atk‘TIONII NUKE,- 
•
Bottum Ky. 42055
Plano 31111-7751 or 344-7441
COMPLETELY REMOD-
ELED two bedroom,
large living room and
den, gas heat, air con-
ditione4 stove and
refrigerator:- washer -and-
dryer. Must be seen to be
-- appreciated. 317 Irwin
Street. Call 753-7381 or
753-8175 9 a. m.-5 p. m.
BY OWNER-three
bedroom brick - one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den, lkt
baths, fully carpeted,
central heat and air,
double car garage. One
block from Murray High
School. 753-2659 or 753-
8012.
BY OWNER, in Can-
terbury, three bedrooms,
two baths, central heat
(gas) and air. Fireplace,
Call 753-8087. Owner
transferring.








Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.
FOR SALE BY owner:
New house in Circirama,
818 So. 9th Three
bedrooms, P-2 bath,
fireplace. You select the
Carpet. Call 753-7674.
BY OWNER: Lakefront
lot, year round home.
Central heat and air, lots
of cabinets and closets,
242 baths, basement with
living facilities. Call 436-
5332.
BY OWNER, lakefront
home, phone 8 a.m. to 5
p.m, 753-9868 6 p.m. to 10
P.'-. 753-6145.
NEW HOMES in city. Start
at $23,500. Some eligible
for tax rebate. Call 753-
3672.
BY OWNER, new three
bedroom house that
qualifies for tax rebate.
Central air, carpet, ap-
pliances, garage,
fireplace, two baths are
included. Call 753-3903.
1504 PARKLANE - Four
bedroom, 2,,2 baths, living
room, two dens each with
fireplace, air conditioned,
carpets, garage, covered
patio, over 2,000 sq. ft. of
living area, two outside
storage buildings, 40
trees, and a planted
garden and large fenced
yard. Call 753-8358 for
appointment.
LAKEFRONT, two
bedroom, all electric, 900
sq. ft. completely fur-
nished, boat house and








1973 HONDA CB 450, 2700
miles. Excellent con-
dition. $1000. Call 753-9677.
FOR SALE: 1972 CT 70
Honda 4-speed trail bike.
1000 miles, like new, $300.
Boys bicycle, $25, and
"cat" mini bike, $75.
Phone 753-7546 after 5
p.m.
"CAN I HAVE ONE OF 11-105E AL14461-1N(
9OLLA125, GFZA)'4DF'AW? "
47. Motorcycles
1973 YAMAHA OHC 750





9. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1971 VOLKSWAGEN Super.,
Beetle. Good gas mileage.
Will take trade.
Sacrificing! Call 753-1497,
10 p.m.- 12 noon.
1973 CHEVROLET Custom
10 pickup. 24,000 miles,
six cylinder, straight
shift. Excellent condition.
Good tires. Call 753-1918
or 753-6740. Ask for David
Hill.
1973 340 DUSTER. Silver
















milage, very good con-
dition. $1750. Call 767-4467.
1972 BUICK Electra, good
one owner, local car,





39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
1970 FORD 4-door sedan, V-
8 straight drive. Excellent
condition. Good second
car. 1959 Ford, 6-cylinder
automatic, excellent
condition. Lever action 30




1971 VEGA 2-door. Runs
and drives good, uses oil.
$495. Two wheel utility
trailor, $65. Call 489-2595.
1973 MG amenable. Cal/ 
753-4707.




with power and air.
$750.00. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-3018.
350 HONDA XL, 1973 JEEP Cr-3A, new paint,
model. Call after 5 p.m. at _ good mechanically, good
753-8651 tires, Call 753-55.32.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1962 FORD, automatic
transmission, good





Squire wagon. 351 V-8,
automatic, double power,
air, excellent condition.
$1650. Call 753-8251 after
4:30 p.m.
1973 VEGA GT, automatic
with air. Local car, like
new. Nice Nova, red, 307
engine, $1095. Good 1970
Maverick straight-six,
$895. 1968 Toyota 4-door,
automatic $450. Call 489-
2595.
50. Campers
When you Pull the Lever behind
HARRISON for City Council Ward B;






Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, L'2 mile east




foot, like new. $950. Call
753-8053 after 4 p.m.
SERVICE WORK









toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines








gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
TENNIS • LESSONS,
quality instructions,

















after S p. m.
EXPERiENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or











Printed While You Wait
Wallace's
Rook Store








GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rota-,




Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-






repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,


















ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.




Call 489-2187 after 3:30
p.m.
WILL MOW lawns and do








efficient service. No job


















free estimate, call 437- Weal. Call 753-1777.
4790 or 437-4712.
51 Services Of fe-ed










Phone 753-4124 or 753.0790
nights.
SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after 8
p.m.
53 Feed And Seed
HAY, 28 acres, timothy and
clover, will sell by bale or
field. Call 753-5215.
TIMOTHY AND Orchard
grass hay. Has been
rained on. Will self cheap.







Two years and up, Open Monday thru Saturday 6:45
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Owners: Mary Brandon 753-2606,
Sue Wynn 753-9710, Jo Bean, 753-8067, 1607 W. Olive,
Murray.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Two story home with full
basement, four bedrooms, living









KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Ask about the dry
cleaning process too.




Roto tillers, hedge shears,
carpet and tile tools, wet
and dry vac, scrubbing
and polisher, chain, jig,
sawzall, and cutoff saws.
Furniture dollies, jacks,
auto, sewer tools, arid etc.




and small engines, 436-
5525.
Big Memorial Day **
* ,..- Sidewalk Sale *
at   The











* Car and Home Stereos *
*Craig, Audivox, Chanel Master, Sanyo and*
*Pioneer, Curtis Mathis, JVC, Sansui, Peerless,:
*Elgin & Nitichi *
* *
*Tpaes & Albums at a Great Savings -.*
:Free Merchandise with Stereo Units *















ACRYLIC INTERIOR FLAT • for surfaces of plaster, wall
hoard, woodwork, wallpaper, concrete or brick. WASH-
ABLE. Dries in 1 hour. Soap and water clean-up.
ACRYLIC INTERIOR SATIN • soft-sheen enamel for in-
terior walls, woodwork and cabinets. Excellent scrub-









Avoid Costly Nome Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nesse irensed usd operated *ow 20 years De we sir wry contr.('
sod hols Nlbeibed
100 South 13th St Phone 753-3914
Flies Rooch.s, Savor Fish and Shrubs
MATIOM
PIEST
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Saturday Mrs. Norma Wood,
At New Providence
For Mrs. Allbritten
Funeral services for Mrs.
Dies At Age 45;
Rites Are Monday
Mrs. Norma Christine Wood
• •••• Mavis AM:mitten of 504 Poplar of Overland Park, Kansas, died 4
. ;,..A0?"*A940rotten-V.:, Og00 ttit:-r—iwetfebetrao.fites4ipboo
New Providence Church of
Christ where she was a member
with Bro. John Dale and Bro.
Ed Casteel officiating The song
service will be by the church
singers.
Interment will be in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mrs. Allbritten, age 77, died
Thursday at 10:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was the wife of
Bill Attbritten who died in 1921.
Mrs. Mlbritten was a retired
employee of the local hospital.
Born August 10, 1897, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter...of the late William
Monkey Stubblefield and
Melissa Housden Stubblefield.
Survivors include two aunts,
Mrs. Cleve Lax and Mrs. Mary




Baptist Church will have
homecoming services on
Sunday, May 25. The church is
located across Trorn Bazzell
Cemetery, Pt miles southeast
of Coldwater.
Bro. Vester Moreland will
preach at eleven a.m. with
Sunday School at ten a.m.,
basket dinner at noon, and
singing in the afternoon.
gittlie4(AUSLC
Mrs. IJoyd Underhill of Murray
Route Three.
The deceased was a member
of the Nall Avenue Baptist
Church and was a resident of
5512 West 69th, Overland Park,
Kansas. She was born May 19,
1930, at Golden Pond, Ky.
Mrs. Wood is survived by her
husband, James B. Wood,
Overland Park, Kansas;
parents, Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd
Underhill; three daughters,
Mrs. Sharon McKenzie of
Shawnee, Kansas, Mrs. Kay
Chance and Miss Jean Wood,
Overland Park, Kansas; two
sons, Jim Wood, Shawnee,
Kansas, and Tim Wood, Fort
Carson, Colo.; four brothers,
Bill Underhill, Dyer, Ind.,
Tommy and Shelby Underhill,
Calumet City, ni., and Wilbur
Underhill, Posserla; five
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Monday at ten a. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro.
William McKenney officiating.
Burial will be in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
American Cancer Fund.
Friends may call at the




The office of Division for
Unemployment Insurance,
located at 319 South 7th Street,
Mayfield, will be closed all day
on Monday, May 26, in ob-
servance of Memorial Day.













Local Ministers To Regular Services
Hold Seminar Al Planned On Sunday
Center On Tuesday
Local ministers have been
invited to the fifth Pastoral
Counseling Seminar on
Tuesday, May 27, at 7:00 p. m.
at the Murray Comprehensive
Care Center, 702 Main Street.






Topics discussed have included
ministry to the physically ill,
marriage and family coun-
seling, local counseling services
available, and ministry to the
dying and bereaved.
The topic of the May 27th
seminar is "Ministry to Youth."
Rev. Mike Robertson, Director
of the Baptist Student Union at
Murray State University, will
be the discussion leader.
All ministers in Murray and
Calloway County are invited to
attend. There is no charge for
the services. Future topics will
be announced.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local Interest at noon
today furnished to the Led' h Times by
I. M. Simon Co. are as lellors:
Airco Mks +4















Prices of stack of local interest at seek
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
limes by First of Michigan, Corp.. of
Murray, are as follows:
U. S. Homes 641
Kaufman & Broad  unc
Ponderosa SYsteum 1114 +4
Kimberly Clark . 39% +41
Union Carbide 93% +%
W R Grace 111114 wsc
Texaco  -44
General Elec 45% +%
GAF Corp 1194 +44
Georgia Pacific 41% +%
Pfizer 34% +%
Arn Wafters 39% +44 ,
Kirsch 1444 +%
Disney 51% -44
Franklin Mint 1111% +1%
Regular worship services will
be held at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
on Sunday at eleven a. m. and
seven p. m. with the pastor.
Rev. Alex H. McLeod, Jr., as
the speaker.
Sunday School will be at ten a
filitch Choir will sing a
tipeCiai`iirunibort "rSfe Je"igr
at the morning service.
Evening services have been
changed as follows: Junior
UMYF and Choir at six p.
with evening worship and
Senior UMYF at seven p. m.
The church is planning to
recognize "Student Day" with a
breakfast in honor of those from
South Pleasant Grove who will
be gAluating this year from
the eighth grade, high school, or
college. This even will be
sponsored by the United
Methodist Church Women and
invitations for Sunday, June 1,
at 8:30 a. m. for breakfast at the
fellowship hall of the church are
being sent.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
down 0.2. Below dam 313.1,
down 1.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. in. 359.4,
down 0.2. Below dam 320.1,
down 0.1.
Sunset 8: 03. Sunrise 5:43 a. in,
Postoffice Closed
Here On Monday
The Murray Postoffice will be
closed all day, Monday, May 26,
in observance of Memorial Day,
a national holiday, according to
G. B. Jones, superintendent of
mails.
No city or rural mail delivery
will be made and the holiday
dispatch of mail will be ob-
served. Stamps may be pur-
chased at the stamp machine in
the lobby of the Postoffice.
The Postoffice will be open as
usual on Friday, May 30.
Planeload Starts Evacuation
Of Many Of Americans In Laos
VIENTIANE, Laos I AP) —
American families packed up
today to be evacuated from
Laos as the Laotian govern-
ment announced Washington
had agreed to withdraw all U.S.
aid personnsxcept a few ex-
perts arid "M—sritantle' the 24-
year-old aid program in the
country.
The number of Americans to
be evacuated initially was not
known, but Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger said the
American presence in the land-
locked kingdom thpt has come
under Communist domination
in the past month would be sub-
stantially reduced.
The start of the evacuatiOn
was delayed. The U.S. Embas-
sy said planes of the Laotian
airline had been chartered to
take the Americans out, but
government permission for the
flights had not been received
yet.
It also was uncertain whether
the airport would be open to
traffic. Workers there have
been demonstrating for two
days against the remnants of
right-wing influence in the coa-
lition government.
Phoumi Vongvichit, the Com-
munist Pathet Lao deputy pre-
mier and foreign minister, told
a rally in the national stadium
that in response to demonstra-
tions in the past two weeks, the
U.S. Embassy had decided to
close the offices of the U.S.
Agency for International Devel-
opment and withdraw all AID
personnel except a few experts.
"The dissolution of USAID
does not mean we will stop ac-
cepting American aid," he said.
"We will continue to accept
U.S. aid. The Lao government
and the U.S. Embassy will
negotiate on the matter."
The aid program this year to-
tals $32.5 million.
Students continued to occupy
the AID headquarters corn-_
pound in Vientiane where two
U.S. Marine guards and an
American civilian are prison-
ers. And Pathet Lao troops con-
tinued to restrict traffic in and
out of the American housing
settlement four miles outside
Vientiane in which about' 140
American families live.
The government arranged the
release of foreigners held under
house arrest by student demon-
strators in Savannakhet, in
southern Laos, and 14 Ameri-
cans were flown from there to
Udorn air base in northeast
Thailand Thursday, along with
Japanese peace corps workers,
European missionaries and em-
ployes of British volunteer
agencies.
They had been confined to
their homes for eight days dur-
ing which the Embassy said
there were 12 Americans in the




Carl Robinson, missionary to
the Ivory Coast, Africa, will
show slides of his Work there at
the six p.m. service on Sunday,
May 25, at the Church of Christ
in Hazel.
Bro. Robinson has been
serving in the Ivory Coast since
1972. .He is Associate Edtior of
"Personal , Evangelism"
magazine, and has been
assisted in his work by others
including Larry and Lana
Wilson of Hazel.
Sunday morning the church
minister, Don Riley. will speak
on the subject, "The Blood That
Bought," with David Lassiter to
read the text from Hebrews
9:11-14. Bible classes assemble
at ten a.m. and worship is at
10:50 a.m.
sy said 18 had been evacuated,
but today it reduced the num-
ber to 14. There was no ex-
planation for any of the
changes.
These other Indochina devel-
opments were reported:
Thailand's.. defense minister,
Prarnarn Adireksarn, said that
Khmer Rouge troops on Thurs-
day conquered the last known
holdouts of the old Cambodian
regime in the 900-year-old Pre-
ah Vihar temple on the Thai-
Cambodian border.
Saigon radio reported that
the Women's Liberation Union
of South Vietnam has taken
over the Saigon villa of three
high-ranking U.S. officers as
the group's headquarters. The
broadcast said the house at 60
'Fran Quy Cap had been occu-
pied by an army colonel, an air
force colonel and a navy com-
mander.
The Hong Kong government
announced that it will accept no
more South Vietnamese refu-
gees, and new arrivals will be
treated as "illegal immigrants"
and sent back to Saigon.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News service May
23, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 461 Est 1200 Barrows &
Gilts Steady Sows Steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . .547.00-47.25 few 47.50
US 1-3 190.240 lbs. . . $46.5047.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. . . $45 75-46.50
US 3-4 260-230 lbs. 145.25-45.75
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs  139.50-39.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs . $39.00-40 00
US 1-3 450-650 1bs . .00-41.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 938 00-39 00
Boars 3100-34.00
Near the mouth of Mt. Cents
Tunnel at Modane, France, on
Dec. 12, 1917, nearly 550 were
killed in the derailment of a
troop train.
Rev. Glover Gives .
His Sermon Topic
"Before and After" will be the
subject of the sermon by Rev.
W. Edd Glover at the eleven
a.m. services on Sunday, May
25, at the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland , Presbyterian
Church. His scripture will be
from the first chapter .,,f
Psalms.
In charge of the musical part
of. the program on Sunday will
be Mrs. Thomas Jones, leader. -4 —
and Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd.
pianist. Mrs. W. Edd Glover will
be greeter.
Ushers will be Jimmy Cain,
Ricky Garland, Jackie Mar-
shall, and Randy Lawson.
Sunday School will be at ten





The Sinking Spring Rapti-
Church will have worship
services at eleven sin. and 15
p.m. on Sunday, May 25, th
the pastor, Bro. La it
Williamson, to speak at th
services.
"Come Holy Spirit" willikbe
the special number to be g
by.,the Adult Choir, direct y
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Sco t
' the piano and Mrs. Jim Ne t
the organ. The ordinan of
The Lord's Supper will be
served at the morning se
Rudell Parks will be in c e
I the singing and special m c
at the evening service when
ordinance of baptism will
observed.
Serving as deacon of the
will be Gene Jones. Nur
workers will be Mrs.
Rutland, Mrs. Arie Waldn
Mrs. Zera Jones, Mrs. J
McAlister, and Mrs, Lo
Owens.
Sunday School will be at
a.m. and Church Training
be at 6:30 p.m.
Will Calloway County Benefit From Hard Work and Common Sense In Government?
wersamitamokaiptioiet*




Unlike most races during this election there are only two can-
didates from which to choose your rah District State Represen-
tative—my opponent, or
Edward Clverbey
Alarmed by the fact that Kentucky has dropped to 47th in per
capita income and to DEAD LAST in primary and secondary




Hard Work In Government
In addition, I have gone on record as favoring the following
*ENERGY cartels paying their fair
share of cost of government
*REFORM of our tax laws
*BETTER LIFE for Senior Citizens
*BETTER DEAL for local schcools
_
rettel 10, ' v', Treasury,-
When elected, neither my moral commitment nor the
platform positions taken by me will be forgotten, for
they have developed during a lifetime of study and ser-
vice.














drug problems are problems
which we should be able to
control with simple will power.
The trained staff at the center
does not share this belief and
every attempt is made to help
persons find those life-sty
changes or adjustments whitAi
will enable them to live more
healthy lives.
The person who comes for
services might be depressed or
anxious. He might have sought
his own solution to his problems
with alcohol or other drugs. He
might be experiencing
marriage difficulties orit might
be a child with behavior or
learning problems.
These kinds of living
problems are daily dealt with
by the following staff.
J. Donald Brock, Center
Supervisor and Alcohol-Drug
Counselor; Ronald L. Kelley,
M. D., Psychiatrist; R. Bailey
Binford, M. D., Psychiatrist;
Fred Neff, Counselor; Gayle
Rufli, R. N., Psychiatric Nurse;
Andrea Carrico Jackson,
Mental Health Associate; Hecht




Eleanor Kodman, Speech and
Hearing Therapist; Gayle
Wadlington, Recreational
Therapist; Joyce Boyd, Intake
Receptionist; Beverly Good-
man, Clinical Secretary.
The client is billed on a sliding
fee scale according to family
income and number in the
family. The present case load at
the Center is 144 cases with a
total of 350 cases being treated
during the year of 1974. These
cases by the Center usually
involve at least two family
members. Hospitalization is
Provided at either _14 4rray-..
"IthillasWestern J7a6tIrte Hospital, or
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Outpatient services consist of
Individual, family, and group
therapy by staff members.
When a person first comes to
the center, they will be seen by
an intake worker who evaluates
the situation and then in staffing




therapy sessions, the staff
serves the community with an
-,..dtverage of 30 community
education and consultation
contacts a month. Films are
provided to schools and groups
on mental health, alcohol, drug,
and mental retardation sub-
jects. Staff members frequently
teach classes at Murray State
University in Psychology,
Social Work, Home Economics,
and various education courses.
On these occasions, they serve
as resource speakers who share
what is happening- in the
community mental health
movement in this area. Center
staff also work with student
nurses in their psychiatric
nursing class at Murray State
University as these students
follow-up particular patients
who have been in state in-
stitutiops. Students from
Murray State are placed in the
Center for field placement from
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Comprehensive Care Center Offers More Services In 1975
By Donald Brock
In the last year the Murray-
Calloway County Com-
prehensive Care Center has
started new programs in its
Mental Health Program and
Day Care Program fdr
Development Disabilities. The
Matti Street are more crowded
than ever with staff, clients, and
students. These community
centered services in two former
residences are examples of
what you would find in most
• towns and cities across Ken-
tucky.
The National Institute of
Mental Health has described
Kentucky's Community Mental
Health Services as one of the
best such systems in the nation.




miles of all Kentucky citizens.
This is a big step from the
days when our society treated
the mentally ill and retarded
like criminals. Generally
mental illness and mental
retardation is better understood
today as a sickness or
deficiency that can occur in any
family. Today we know more
about the treatment of persons
with emotional or mental illness
problems. We know of instances
that persons who receive
treatment- early Ail ale if, home
:coast/Oft:Pr aterasort.'-`hkeS.. 6
4 .....=Nalt rapidly and. fullf
When a person comes
voluntarily to the Mental Health
Center for the first time, he
might be reluctant and em-
barrassed. This feeling is
significant since it reveals how
most persons still feel that
illness -- when it is mental or
emotional problems, or alcohol-
GETTING THEIR HEADS TOGETHER — Fred Neff, Mental Health
Jackson, Mental Health Associate discuss the progress of a patient.
We would like to take this opportunity to express to everyone
our heartfelt thanks for your courtesy and encouragement during
our campaign for re-election as your State Representative.
If at anytime we could be of help to you personally or through
the office of the State Representative please feel free to call us.
Very Sincerely,
Work.
Two major new programs
have been begun during the
1974-1975 year. These are a
more adequate 24-hour a day
emergency. service which
enables people to call any hour
of the day or night and have
their emergency or information
call responded to by a Mental
Health Center staff person. This
number is 753-6622. The other
major new program is the Adult
Developmentally Disabled Day
Care Program. At this time the
program meets five days a
week from 8:30 to 3:00 and
involves six young adults who
heretofore have had no daily
services in the community.
The staff is excited to be in-
volved in a growing program
that is providing more needed
services but is concerned as are
local and regional board
members when the reality of
decreasing federal funding is
realized. With each year more
local support is needed by your
Comprehensive Care Center.
You can make the difference
and keep our local center
providing needed services by
purchasing a ticket._ to the
Charity Ball which is to be held
May 24 at the University
Student Union. For tickets
contact Mrs. Joe Prince at 753-
9368. Cash donations are also
accepted and should be directed
to Mrs. Ed Overbey, Camelot
Don Brock, Center Supervisor, talks svith other staff members. Staff meetings are held often to
discuss the progress of the programs at the Center and individual progress. Staff members here
are Phyllis Underwoork, Mental Health Specialist, Gayle Rufli, Psychiatric Nurse, Fred Neff, Men-
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Baptist
Scotts Grove
Worship Service 11 00a m
Evening worship 7 30p m.
Emmanuel Missionary
MOrning Worship 11 00a M




























Evening Worship 7:30 p.m
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship 11: 00 a_m
Evening Worship 6 30p m
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45a. m
Evening Worship 7.00p.m
Blood River
Morning Worship 11 .00 a.m
Evening Worship 6:30p.m
Kirksey Baptist















































AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
11.11 IERR
Coldwater
Morning Services 11 00 a m
Evening Services 7 00 p m
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11 00a m.
Evening Worship 6 30p m.
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10 00a m
AAorning Worship 11 00a m
Nazarene
nnui ray Lnurcn •
Morning Worship Y 15 a
Evening Worship 7 00 p









. United, 310 rvan Ave
Sunday School 10:00am
Evening Worship 7:00p m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10.00 a.m
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday Schoo: 10:00a m.
Worship Services 11 a m., 7:30P m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service 11 00h.m.
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10100 a. m
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a.m., 430p
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 1100 am, Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30a.m.
Wyman Chapel A.M.E.





Sunday School 9.15a m.
Morning Worship 10. 30 a .m
Seventh pay Adventist
Sabbath School 10:00 a.m.














They have not died in vain - those who
paid with their lives the last full measure.
Today, Memorial Day, is the day to
remember Lexington, Gettysburg, Coral
Sea, Okinawa, Normandy, and Korea.
We need only to look at the cemeteries
of the world to realize the supreme tarn.
flee that was called for, that we might
be secure. As they bravely died, to we
must bravely live.
Let um nobly remember those who laid
themselves between our country and her
foes. This is Memorial Day.
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a. m 7 p.m.
Murray Christian







Evening Worship 6 00p.m.
Green Plain




Evening Worship 600 p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10:50a m .



















Klritsey Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:004.m.
Morning Worship 10:50a.m.




Sunday School 10:00 am., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m. every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove











This page made possible by the following supporting firms:
Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m lst Sunday.
10.00 a.m. 3rd Sunday Sunday
School woo a m 2nd 8. 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9 30 a M
Sunday School 10 30 a m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10 00 a m
Sunday School 11 00a"
" Independence United




Evening Worship 7:00p m
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 -00 am 1st &
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10 -00 a m 1st L 2nd
Sunday , 11 00 am 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10:00a m
Sunday School 11 00 a m
First Methodist
Worship 8:45 & 10:50a m
Russells Chapel United
Suncley School 10:00 a.m '-
Morning Worship 11:00a.m
Goshen Methodist
Worship Service at 1100 a.m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 930 a.m 2nd &
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 p.m
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 am. 1st &





Worship Service 10:00 a m
1st & 2nd SundaYS, 11:00a.m
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
iunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd. & 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10:45 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United
15t 3rd Sunday 1:30a.m
Evening 7:00p.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday 11:00a.m.
No evening Worship
Bethel United
1st t 3rd Sunday 11:03a.m.













Sunday School 10:45 a. mir
•
en
"The Stem Fir Men"
Open 10 to 6 Weekdays.




1102 Chestnut Murray. Ky.
Love Thy Neighbor
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger•Trwk & Farm Tires






God Still Speaks to those
who take time to listen.





 641 North 
Steak House
6.mWorlds largest and finest chaina.-1fP0 
p.m. Everyday
rydayPancake Houses.
locally owned and operated.
-JOIN US AFTER CHURCH-
"THE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"




We are running specials Daily. Mon. thru Thurs.
Fri., Sat., Sun. -T-Bone Steak Special
No. 12th Ext. 641- Call in Orders to 753-4419
Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT 1 P.M.-PH. 753-5334
Hogs bought daily
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday Night









S10 W. Main 753-7975
Ametican
Motors
Cain & Trees Motor Sales
Hornet-Matador -Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Can
Five Points Phone 753-6448
Life is a one way street,
we are not coming back beauty salon







Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd. 753-7334
Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th St. 7S3-2221
Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue-Si Block E. of S. 1211s-Phons 753-144/
Juanita's Flowers, Inc.
"WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
THINK OF OURS"
are' 117 Coldwater Rd 753-3140
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans













KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL






West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
Richard Orr Dist. Co.




The Christian Book Center
WAYNE & CATHY PERRIN-OWNERS
-Bibles-R itcords-Mwsit- Seeks-
-Church Supplies-Gifts-
OW Chestnut St. 753-4435
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM--MGR
*MOUSE BOAT RENTALS *
Ky. Lake State Park Ph 474 7245
R s
Heaven Is A Bargain
However Great The Cost
Kentucky fried Ckicken
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th











"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"




Murray. Ky. Ph. 733.4636
Benton, Ky Ph. 5274317






A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT











OPEN EVENINGS TIL 800









Kentucky Lake Oil Company







Flowers for all Occasions
Nouse Plants-Landscaping
SOO N 4th 753-3251 753-8944
Smiles never go up in price
nor down in value.
Serve Your Saviour
Lynhurst Resort
Col and Mrs. Thomas Brown-Owners
Phone 436-2345 and 434-5375
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales Service Parts
L Boating Sulpha
Hwy 94 5, 751 3734
M rray's Most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center 753 7175
411.
Stokes Tractor A Impiement Co.
"ist"alausoN sown Attp-SENVICII
Industrial Road • phana"1-ial,-
Murray Upholstery Shop
Modernize your furniture with new
upholstery
A Complete Car Upholstery Center
601 SOuth4th 753-0405
641 Super Shell
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Open 4:00 a.m. Close 12•11 p.m.
South 121h Street-Phone 753-9131
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Now serving as—Commonwealth At-
torney,
Former Ass't U. S. District Attorney
Past Pres. Calloway Co. Public Defender
Corp.
Former Special Federal Prosecutor
Served as Calloway Co. Judge Pro Tern





Democratic Primary May 27, 1975
Paid for by Campaign Fund of Ron Christopher For Commonwealth At-
torney, Mrs. Harold Hurt, Treasurer, Box 577, Murray, Ky. 42071
Rutherford Says He Has Been A Warm Of 'Rot Gut' Campaigns
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Pike County Judge Wayne T.
Rutherford says he has been
the victim of "rot gut" cam-
paign tactics in his quest for
the Democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor.
-We don't need rot gut poil-
tics in the State of Kentucky,"
Rutherford said in an inter-
view. "I am going to win de-
spite what has been done to
me.''
Rutherford, one of 11 Demo-
cratic hopefuls, said he has
been criticized by several can-
didates and by a newspaper,
The Louisville Courier-Journal.
"I am running against 10 oth-
er people and one newspaper,"
he said.
The Courier-Journal, in a re-
cent story, alleged there were
irregularities in Rutherford's
first campaign spending report.
Rutherford said he would ask
the newspaper to retract the
story and an editorial it pub-
lished.
Thomas Ward, a state sena-
tor and Presbyterian minister
from Versailles who also is
seeking the nomination, called
for Rutherford to drop out of
the race in light of the story.
"If! was running about sixth
or seventh like Ward, I would
attempt to get my name in the
newspaper," Rutherford said
"I don't understand a man who
says he's working for the Lord
to campaign like he is. I think
with Watergate, people are
tired of rot-gut politics and
Ward has stooped to the lowest
tactics in Kentucky political
history."
The 37-year-old Rutherford,
in his second term as Pike
County judge, also was critical
of Secretary' of State Thelma L.
Stovall, also a contender for the
nomination, for picturing her-
self as a champion of labor and
for making statements critical
of him.
"I am the only card-carrying
union member in the race,"
said Rutherford. "She ( Mrs.
Stovall) don't know what a
lump of coal looks like or who
John L. Lewis was."
He said he is a -member, of
Local 213 of the Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks, Airline and
Steamship Workers.
Mrs Stovall had asked Ruth-
ting e7s, CLASSIFIEDADS!
Are You Satisifed
With Our Road System?
*harry M. Sparks
Isn't Either!
The road and highway system of far-western Ken-
-- tucky-bas been neglected TOO LONG. Now is the time
to do something about it. . . and Harry M. Sparks is the
man to lead the fight. With proper and dedicated
leadership, and cooperation with other area
legislators, our road system can be improved and
brought up to par with our neighbors.
You can rest assured that Harry M. Sparks has the
experience and the knowledge to get everything
possible for this Senatorial District. He has spent years
working with the highest officials, and can do it again,
if he is elected STATE SENATOR.
Harry M. Sparks has the drive needed to aid our elec-
ted officials in doing their job of providing a good road
system. You can do your part by casting your vote for
Harry M. Sparks for State Senator.
Harry M. Sparks
erford in a statement issued
after the newspaper article
whether he was "for honesty
and integrity in public offi-
cials." She said his campaign
spending report indicated he
represents "just a few coal bar-
ons from Pike County."
Rutherford acknowledged
possible -clerical mistakes"
the spending report but as-
serted "there is nothing illegal"
and that "I have nothing to
hide."
He said he had been "abused
worse than any candidate has
ever been abused in history."
Rutherford contended he has
been abused because he is the
front runner in the race.
"I am the front runner and
fires kave dropped
Though forest fires con-
sume millions of acres of U.S
land every year, faster, mod-
ernized firefighting methods
have cut yearly losses more
than 90 per cent in the last 50
years.
During the 1930s, an annual
average of 39 million acres of
U.S. land fell victim to forest
fires but by the 1970s that
average had dropped to three
million acres a year.
and the Courier-Journal both."
He said the Louisville news-
paper -is not going to support
anybody from Eastern Ken-
tucky."
k In response to Mrs. Stovall's
statement that he represents
"coal barons," Rutherford re-
plied: ,."No man or industry
controls me. I have always
been my own man."
Rutherford, who has endorsed
Gov. Julian Carroll for the
Democratic gubernatorial nom-
ination, said he did so because
he and the governor are friends
have been for about two
weeks," he said. "Mrs. Stovall
and Tom Ward have abused
me. I have uutcampaigned all
10 other candidates put togeth-
er. I am going to beat them
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. —
When rabbits invaded Mrs.
Carl Kopatz' garden, she fol-
lowed a friend's advice and
successfully discouraged the
bunnies' appetites by sprink-
-ling dried bloodineal on the
foliage — the only trouble is
her dog loves the bloodmeal
and now she has to figure out
how to keep Fido out of the
garden
Every Thursday We We Present
"Wolfman and the Pack"
Friday Nite Special on Draft Beer
57* A Person-Friday SE Saturday Good Bands
Turn Your Footsteps To
Ray's Lounge
and that they could work well
ogether.
"I am the first one and the
only one to say I'd be a work-
ing lieutenant governor," Ruth-
erford said. "1 would be the
busiest man in the state of Ken-
tucky. I have testified in Wash-
ington. I could do that for him
the I could be his
advisor about the penal system.
I could be his energy advisor."
He said his nine years as a
probation and parole officer
made him knowledgable on the
correctional system.
"I know more about coal
gasification and liquefaction
than anyone in the state," he
added.
Rutherford, president of the
Kentucky County Judges Asso-
ciation, has three children, at-
tended Pikeville College, the
University of Louisville's
School of Social Work and East-
ern Kentucky University's
School of Law Enforcement.






*Lifelong Farmer - Tobacco, Livestock and Row-Crops
*Graduate, University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
*Two term Kentucky State Senator *Veteran
*Six year Chairman State Senate Agriculture Committee
*Successful businessman
*Chairman of Kentucky Tobacco & Health Research Board;
University of Kentucky









Where Experience Really Counts
-*I PLEDGE TO THE PEOPLE OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY:
listen to
That I will render efficient, friendly and professional service,
based on long-time experience and special training.
That I shall perform the duties of Circuit Court Clerk on a
full-time basis, without other income-producing em-
ployment.
That I am totally unobligated and uncommitted to anyone
for employment at the Clerk's office.
That I will keep the office open during the lunch hour.
That I will keep the office open on the Saturdays during the
month of April each year in order to meet the April 30th
deadline for renewing boat license.
I will maintain an emergency number at all times.
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8 00 a m Morning Air
IC. 30 Education Speaks





6 00 Options Collective
Bargaining for Teachers
1'00-- From the Record Library
(MW F)




9 :30-FOC us on Health
.. 10-11-World of Music
I 00- Opera Highlights. "The
Daughter of the Regiment"
(Donizetti)
2.00-Jazz Waves: Jazz with two












8:43-God's News Behind the
News
bifacenn nnial
National Public Radio examines the
20(1-year-old experiment we call America.
You arc invited to join in the discussion
following.
Tune in and call up. Let's examine
America together.
Hannah Arendt
"The Crisis of the Republic:
Criminality in Government",
Made possible by a gram born
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company
WKMS 91.3 FM
SpNDAY MAY 25th




2:30-Concert of the Week
4:00-All Things Considered
(every day of week)
4 : 30-Voices in the Wind
6:00-Options: "Journey Around
a Twentieth Century Skull"
7:30-Bicentennial Forum:
"Criminality in Government"







drama critic of the
Washington Post
9:00-Folk Festival USA
. TUES. MAY 27
9:00a. m.-Contemporary 
French- Composers
10:0W00-Music and the Spoken
Word
noon-Bach's Lunch
6:00-Firing Line with William F.
Buckley
7:30-The Sound of Listen
WED. MAY 28
9:30-National Town Meeting:
"How Fares the Economy?"
Alan Greenspan & Hubert
Humphrey
10:30-Jazz Revisited














6 00 -Earplay ' 75:
"Processional" by John
Reeves
7 00-Radio Canada: Variety
Mossbacks were men who,
during the Civil War, hid them-
selves in swamps to avoid











8:00 - Channel 3 -
"Breakfast at Tiffany's",
a comedy-drama starring
Audrey Hepburn. Also stars
George Peppard, Patricia
Neal. Runs 2 hrs. 15 min.
8:00 - Channel 6 -
"Ultzana's Raid". Burt
Lancaster is the star of this
action-packed western.
Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 6 -
"Batman", an adventure
story with the Caped
Crusader against the
villains.
12:00 - Channel 29 -
"Jungle Woman", an ape
woman stars in this thriller.
SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIES
7:00 - Channel 29 -
"Without Honors", a
western. Runs 60 min.
10:15 - Channel 3 -
"Welcome to Hard Times"
Aldo Ray portrays a
maniacal outlaw' in this
western. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 6
"Work Is a Four Letter
Word". A comedy about a




8:00 - Channel 6- "Sky
Heist", cops and robbers,
airborne, star in this crime
drama. Cast includes Don
Meredith, Joseph
Campanella. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"The Norliss, Tapes", a
crime drama involving the
supernatural. Stars Angie
 Dickinson, Roy Thinnes,
Runs 90 min.
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"Riding Speed", a western




7:30 - Channel 6 -
"Punch and Jody," a
drama starring Glenn Ford
who travels with a circus.
Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Maroc 7," an adventure
story set against a
Moroccan background.
Runs 1 hr. 55 min.
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"The Missing the
mystery of a young
millionaire and his fortune.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 12 --
"Joy House,", a thriller
starring Jane Fonda and
Alain Delon in a Gothic
chateau. Runs 2 hrs
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"Champagne for Caesar,"




8:00 - Channel 6 -
"Terror on the 40th Floor."
Fire causes a paniclñ. a
skyscraper. Stars John
Forsythe, Joseph
Campanella. Runs 2 hrs.
8:00 - Channel 12 -
''The Great White Hope,"
art adaptation of a Pulitzer
Prize play by Howard
Sackler Stars James Earl
Jones. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"On i on he a d , " Andy
Griffith as a member of the
Coast Guard provides the
plot for this comedy. Runs 2
hrs. 10 min.
11:05 - Channel 29 --
"Murder Will Out,"
intrigue and murder -are
featured in this drama
TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 24, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6- KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3 WDXR-29-
WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSNI-4
6.45 Weather 500 Sunrise 7:00 Yogi 9:00 Debates 6 30 Gosp. Hr. 6:30 Summer Sem 6:00 Agricui.
7:00 Addams 630 News 7:25 Schoolhouse 10:00 Pufnstutf 7:00 Yogi 7:00 Martian 6:30 Form Dig.
7:30 Chopper 700 Martian 730 Bugs Bunny 10:30 Lidsville 7:30 Bugs Bunny 7:30 Speed Buggy 7:00 Addams
800 Emergency 730 Speed Buggy 8:00 Hong Kong 1100 Mission 8:00 Kung Phooey 8:00 Jeannie 7. 30 Willy
8:30 Run Joe 8:00 Jeannie 8:30 Gilligan 11:30 Interstate 8:30 Gilligan 8:30 Pebbles 8.00 Emergency
9:00 Land Lost 830 Pebbles 9:00 Devlin 1200. Baptist 9:00 Devlin 9:00 Scooby Doo 8:30 Run Joe
9:30 Sigmund 9:00 Scooby Doo 9:30 Lassie 12:30 Cinema 9:30 Lassie 9:30 Shazam 9:00 Land Lost
10.00 P. Panther 9:30 Shazarn 10:00 Superfriends 2:00 Mnor Adams 10:00 Superfriends 10:00 Dinosaurs 9:30 Sigmund
10 30 Star Trek 10.00 Dinosaurs 10:55 Schoolhouse 4:00 Rifleman 11:00 Soul Train 10:30 Hudson 10:00 P. Panther
11 00 Jetsons 10.30 Hudsons 11:00 These Days 4:30 Lone Ranger 12:00 Am. Band. 11:00 Globetrotters 10:30 Star Trek
11.30GO! 11,00 Globetrotters. 11,30 6 rinustsnd 5:00 H. Thomp, 1:00 Indy 500 11:30 Fat Albert 11:00 Jetions
12-00 RFD-TV 1130 Fat Albert 12:30 TWA 5:30J. Dean 2:30 Tennis 12:00 Film Fest. 11:30 GO)
12 30 Atop Fence 12:00 Film Fest, 1:00 Indy 500 6:00 Wrestling 4:00 Sports 1'00 Corn. Cent. 12:00 Mayberry
1.00 Bessbai4 .
4-.91;1 Teem is










6:00 T. Arrn strong
6:30 Lifestyles



















5:313 Nash, Music6:00 News Beat 5:30 News 7:00 Kung Fu 12:30 Evil Touch 10:15 J. Dean 6:00 Hee Haw 6:00 Scene/Six5:30 Accent 6:00 Has New 8:00 Movie 10:45 Wrestling 7:00 Ad/Family 6.30 B Goldsboro7:00 Emergency 7:00 All/Family 10:15 News 11:45 Rock Conc. 7:30 Jeffersons 7:00 Emergency8:00 Movie 7:30 Jeftersons - 10:45 Sammy Davis 1:15 News 8• 00 M.T. Moore 8:00 Movie10 15 News Beat 8:00 M.T. Moore 8:30 B. Newhart 10:25 Scene/Ten10 45 Movie 8:30 B. Newhart 9:00 C. Burnett 10 55 Theatre9:00 C. Burnett 10:00 News
10:0q News 10:30 Ironside
10:30 Virginian 11:30 Theatre
112:00 With/Ring 1:00 Late Show
FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIES
8:00 - Channel 12 -
"Dracula," a thriller in
which Jack Palance is
starred. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel. 12
"C'mon, Let's - Live d
Little," the musical about a
folk singer from Arkansas,
played by Bobby Vee. Runs
I hr.-215
11:05 Channel 29 --
"The Frozen Ghost." Lon
Chaney is a hypnotist in this
mystery story
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, MAY 25, 1975 SCHEDULE
. WPSD-6 KFVS-1 2 WS11-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5
--...
WSM-4
7.00 Answer 6:00 C. Cloveup 7:00 Story 8:00 Gospel Mus, 7:00 House Worsh, 6:00 Summer Sem. 7:20 Farm7-30 Gosp. Sing. 6:3O News 7:30 Discovery 8:30 Young/Heart 7:30 J. Swagger! 7:00 Church 7:30 Got). Hr.8.30 Devotion 700 Dimension 8:013 J. Robison 9:00 God Is Real 8:00 Amez. Grace 7.30 Jubilee 8:30 Discovery9:15 C. Hamilton 7:30 Herald 8:300. Roberts 9:30 Faith 8:303 Stooges C. Tipton 9:00 Herald9:30 Herald 8:00 Archie 9:00 Goa). Hr. 10:00 Tartan
,8:00






:3O NElapew.scoCh.nf. 19:00 Good News11:00 
Baptist 1 01 x
12:00J. peen 9:300, Roberts
10:00 Worship
10:30 It's Written



















7:30 Indy 500 6:00 News
9:33 C. Camera 6:30 H. Kissinger
10:00 Sports
6:30 Football





8:30 Mannix 9:30 Sports 9:05 PTL Club
7:30 Kojak
10:30 Mission Imp, 8:30 Mannix 8. 30 60 Min.9:33 C. Camera 9:30 B. Goldsboro 10:00 News 11:00 Theatre 11:30 Gosp. Guitar 9:30 What's Line10:00 News Beat 10:00 News 10:15 Movie 12:00 Issues 10:00 News10:30 Movies 10:45 Virginian 12:30 Christ 10:30 Movie12:15 News 1:00 News
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Change
WPSD-6 KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSAA-4
























a 30 Gilligan 2:00 Price Is Right 4:30 Soul Train 3:30M. Douglas 1:00 Guiding Light 2:00 Anoth. World
4:00 Green Acres 2:30 Match Game 4:30 Dateline 130 Edge Night 2:30 Surely. Misr
430 Bonanza 3:00 Tattletales 5:00 News 2'00 Price Right -3:00 Somerset











5:00 Family ANF-4:00 Bonanza
F-5:00 Montage
5 30 News , 5:25 Weather 5-30 News
5.X News 600 News
6.00 News
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING MAY 26, 1975 SCHEDULE1
WPSD-h 
i















5:30 C. Pete 5.30 News
6:003 Stooges 6 30 Minion Imp.
6:30 News 7 30 Mike Douglas
7:00 Rookies 9.05 PTL Club
























TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 27, 1975 SCHEDULE


















































TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, MAY 28, 1975 SCHEDULE
















































































7 00 B. Miller
7:30 Karen


























TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 3O1975 SCHEDULE...
wPsD-6 KI-VS-12 , WSIl-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4







12 00 Mid Spec.
63i3 Treas. Hunt 1'5:30
7:00 Comedy .

























40-00 Mows - 
6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 We'll Get By
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Kentucky Parks Offering More
Services, Improved Facilites
By Patricia Mellen
The Kentucky state parks
system is offering its visitors
more services, improved
facilities, expanded programs
— and last year's prices.
Though the Department of
Parks is holding the line on
prices, it hasn't stopped im-
provement in what many travel
experts consider to be the
nation's finest park system.
. Returning vacationers will
find a variety of physical
changes at the 15 state resort
parks. New tennis courts have
been installed at several parks,
and existing courts have been
resurfaced and upgraded. In the
campgrounds, central service
buildings have been improved.
Grills are now installed at every
campsite.
The department hasn't
reduced its efforts to provide
vacation fun. Its program of
organized recreation has been
expanded to a wider scope of
activities in this summer's
plans., A larger staff of
recreation professionals will
offer programs appealing to all
age groups. Activities ranging
from square dancing to camp-
fire sing-alongs are part of the
all-day schedules.
The parks' naturalist
program has grown, too.
Naturalists at several parks
headed expanded nature in-
terpretation centers. These full-
time naturalists will lead such
programs as hiking and bird-
watching to assist visitors in
discovering Kentucky's natural
attractions.
Families will find last year's
prices all around the parks.
Greens fees at the golf courses,
pedal boat and bicycle rentals,
lodge and cottage rates, all are
unchanged.
In the dining rooms, family
prices are still on the menu.
Adults can choose a satisfying
evening meal from a host of
Southern specialties, at prices
beginning as low as $3. For the
younger set, special menus
offer smaller servings at
smaller prices (and children
will always find hamburgers).
This anti-inflation campaign
doesn't mean that the parks
system is sacrificing quality.






Your Vote And Influence Will Be Appreciated
Political Advertising
paid for by Loyd B Arnold
department began a broad
program of more efficient
operation to absorb costs. "We
want to be responsive to the
family budget," a parks
spokesrnau said. - — 
Only two small price in-
creases have surfaced: a 50-
cent addition to recreational
vehicle camping fees was
necessary to meet higher utility
costs, and there is a nominal
increase in boat-slip rentals.
As always, vacationers may
make early reservations for the
vacation they're planning now.
This year, advance reser-
vations are greater than last, so
families would be wise to
reserve their cottages or lodge
rooms now.
From telephones in Ken-
tucky, reservations may be
made with a toll-free call to the
Parks Central Reservations
Service at 1-800-372-2961.
Residents of surrounding states
can reach the service toll-free
by dialing 1-800-626-2911.
Travelers from farther away,
where toll-free lines are not
available, can still make use of
the Central Reservations
Service by making a regular
long-distance call to the Frank-
fort number, 502.2234326.
More information about
Kentucky's state parks and
their facilities is available by
writing the Department of
Public Information, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601.
The vacationing family will
find a wealth of surprises at
Kentucky state parks this
summer — and the best one
may be the price!
‘.1
A LAST WORD FROM
TIE-WEISENBERGERS.
- fn -chasing out a long and hard campaign, my family and I wish to thank
the good people of the First Senatorial District for the wonderful reception
and the many lasting friendships we have made. We were unable to
buttonhole our 17-year-old son, David, who was busy preparing for
graduation from Mayfield High.
In making the race, we have put the issues squarely before the public
and, win or lose, it has been a memorable experience for us all. If you elect
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NEW YORK — As America
moves into the Celebration of
its Bicentennial with charac-
tertatie-ataigiags...zaal, ques-
tions are being raised about
the intensity of reltipvsltY
among some of the Founding
Fathers and their followers.
Indeed, a case is being
made that except for the ex-
istence of a few small groups
of zealots, America was
basically a "heathen" land as
settlers Moved across the
continent until the massive
conversions of the 19th Cen-
tury arid the development of
what has come to be known as
"civil religion."
The Rev. Donald G. Shock-
ley, chaplain and assistant
professor of religion at the
University of Redlands in
California, makes a case for
this thesis in -Free, White
arid Christian," a dissection
of Protestantism in America,
published by the Abingdon
Press of the United Methodist
Church.
Out of the conversions by
evangelists during the
"Great Awakening" of the
19th Century, he said, has
come the Americanization of
Protestantism into a religion
of "nativism" that during its
early stages could be likened
to the younger Christian
churches in Asia and Africa
today.
The "native" brand of
American Protestantism, ac-
cording to Shockley, could be
considered an amalgam of
basic Christian doctrines
mixed with elements of the
Enlightenment philosophy
espoused by the Founding
Fathers arid various beliefs
about the origin and destiny
of the nation.
According to Shockley, the
expansion of Protestantism
in a largely unchurched
American population was
"virtually unique" in reli-
gious history because it was
accomplished voluntarily,
not at the behest of the state.
The masterminds of the
growth of the churches in
America were not aware of
the full significance of what
they had accomplished, he
said, explaining:
"Rather than glorying in
the conquest of a heathen
population, the revivalists
. themselves promoted the
myth that America had
strayed from a lost age of
faith and needed only to re-
turn to the vision of the
Founders."
The mass conversions that
•
were carried out on the pre-
supposition of a past golden
age of faith in Protestant
America led the revivalists to
miss the full implications of
what it meant to have a free
church, he said.
While they opposed a state
church, he observed, they did
not hesitate to seek legisla-
tion supporting causes such
as the abolition of alcoholic
beverages, requiring sabbath
observances and banning the
teaching of evolution in pub-
lic schools.
Thus, he said, they con-
fused the internal discipline
required in a free church with
the political-powers of a gov-
ernment-controlled religion.
"With a few notable excep-
tions," Shockley said, "reli-
gious awakenings in America
have been associated with
popular social movements of
one sort or another. Revival-
ists have so exploited such
causes to win converts that
the specifically Christian sig-
nificance of a decision to join
a church has often been
blurred."
He went on to observe that
the chief symbol of American
civil religion is the flag and








Mrs. Nancy P. Pierce, Rt. 1,
Box 439, Mayfield, A. Hugh
Cooper, Rt, 2, Hazel, Mrs. Ann
E. Glass, Box 718, Calvert City,
Mrs. Anna F. Wright, Rt. 1, Box
80, Murray, Mrs. Tonda P.
West, 1626 College Fm, Rd.,
Murray, Miss Darla F. Brad-
ford, Rt. 1, Benton, Douglas M.
Fitts, Rt. 1, Hardin, Cory A.
Caldwell, Rt. 1, Wardell, Mo.,
Mrs. Frona M. Storey, 542
McDonough, Helena, Ark.,-
William T. McKeel, 1500
Dudley, Murray, Mrs. ha M.
Davenport, Rt. 2, Hazel, John
D. Bloodworth, 706 Elm,.
Benton, Mrs. Gladys Darnall,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Rachel T.
Kelso, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Jessie Puckett, 102 N. 6th.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Milner, Rt.




STOCKHOLM — In the first
such decision in Sweden, the
Swedish Court of Appeal has
ordered the country's high-
way administration depart-
ment to pay over $50,000 plus
moving costs to the owners of
a suburban home.
A new 12-lane freeway 500
feet from the house produced
intolerable noise levels and
the court judged the house
unfit to live in. -
••PEPSI COLA,'• "PEPSI" ANO ,•11faST-AVoff" fat 





Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart with
reseal cap costs just about the same,
ounce for ounce, as most of the brands
that claim to be bargains.
It's true. Ounce for ounce you spend just about the
same for Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart as you do
for those brands you thought were bargains. And
when you add in Pepsi-Cola quality, we think you'll
agree  that Pepsi is a real bargain. Next time you
sRop;comisare:
Pepsi. A real bargain.
•
BOT IUD BY PADUCAH ROTTING 
GO, PADUCAH, KY. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM Pepsi Co., Inc, Purchase, N.Y.

























































process for operators of waste
water treatment plants, water
distribution systems and water
trjmtikbcmore in
step with the rest o nation if
proposed regulation changes
are adopted.
The new regulations will clear
up some of the confusion caused
by the old ones and will include,
for the first time, many
provisions endorsed by the
Association of Boards of Cer-
tification. The ABC is an in-
ternational board which has set
certification standards and
guidelines accepted by most
states.
The changes were proposed
by the Kentucky Board of
Certification for Water and
Waste Water Operators and the
divisions of sanitary
engineering and water quality
in the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection.
The new regulations require
certification examinations
which incorporate recom-
menaations of the international
association. Their adoption is
intended to allow operators
certified in Kentucky to obtain
reciprocity with more states.
Under the old regulations,
Kentucky had reciprocity with




would clear up confusion over
what courses could be sub-
stituted for other educational
requirements and over what
qualifies as experience for
obtaining a license. All certified
operators must meet certain
educational and experience
requirements.
Another change clears up
Vacations In The Buff A
Full Time Career For Him
NEW YORK (AP) — One of
the touchiest problems tourists
have when they go on a vaca-
tion packaged by Barry Flaxen
is, "Where do you carry your
travelers' checks?"
That's because Plaxen puts
all his tours together for tour-
ists in the altogether.
He specializes in nude vaca-
tions — nude cruises to Europe,
nude swimming at secluded
islands, nude dancing, nude
theater, nude bus rides and
nude almost anything else usu-
ally found on a vacation tour —
with bare exceptions.
"There's a lot less baggage,
a helluva lot!" says Plaxen,
whose Skinny Dip Tours has
grown to a full-time job he now
follows closely from beginning
to end.
"I returned from a cruise one
year with just my valise and it
contained a few T-shirts, shorts
and some towels. It raised a
few eyebrows from customs
men," he said.
His cruises are a specialty of
Town and Country Travel of
Manhattan. As the brochures
put it: "Vacations in the buff"
and "The only sounds are wa-
ter lapping against the hull and
quiet, contented breathing."
"I started with one-day bus
trips to a nudist camp in New
Jersey in 1971.. Since then I've
built it up," he said.
"We have a lot of locations.
We go to Yugoslavia, France,
Corsica, Guadeloupe, Antigua,
Tahiti, Virgin Islands, Jamaica,
Bahamas, and we have transat-
lantic cruises and Caribbean
cruises and yacht cruises. _..
"The highest price this year
was a transatlantic cruise,
which was $1,100, and the low-
est price trip is a one-day vou-
cher to a nudist camp in Jer-
sey. That's just the admission.
"The ship we use in the Ca-
ribbean holds 300 people. The
yacht we use in the Virgins
holds 12 people. They go to se-
cluded coves where people go
swimming or snorkeling or they
go nude on the ship. On the lux-
ury cruises, they're nude on the
ship, but when they go into port
they have to get dressed.
"Yugoslavia is preferred, and
France, because they are the
only countries with full nudist
resorts, almost like nudist
cities. You can go to the bank
in the nude, to the shopping
center, to restaurants. You can
drive your car in the nude. Yu-
goslavia has areas where there
are from 1,000 to 8,000 people in
the nude.
"People who work there are
dressed. All the staff on cruises
is dressed. Their reaction at
first is ... a little shocked, a
little surprised. But after a few
minutes, they get used to it,
he said.
More than 88 per cent of cars
produced in the United States
during 1973 came equipped with









Eliminates back -break.ng chores in record time!
So it's fitting that the GT has a racy sports car look.
And, it's got the strength and endurance of a work
horse when there's mowing, snow throwing and
hauling to tie done. Your choice of 16, 14, 12 and 10 hp
Kohler engines. PACE COMMAND® hydrostatic drive
or 5 speed gear shift. Electric start is standard.
Hydraulic lift on the GT 16 and 14. All GT's feature
"Super Quick" hitch to let you get off to a fast
start. You'll find the steering, deluxe adjustable
bucket seat and noise suppressing muffler to be a






- -East Side Small Engine
• Hwy 94 E Phone 753-9437
confusion about who is required
to obtain certification.
The classification system for
water treatment plants and for
distribution systems—but not
for sewage treatment plants—
also is being changed.
Distribution systems will have
four classifications—the same
number as sewage and water
treatment plants. Some
definitions in the water treat-
ment plant classification
system are being clarified.
Inflation is one cause of
another revision. The fee for
initial certification is increasing
from $4 to $10. Certification by
reciprocity is increasing from
$2 to $10. Reexamination for
reclassification or for make-up
examinations is increasing
from $2 to $8. Reinstatement of
lapsed certificates will increase
from $4 to $10, and the annual
renewal fee for certificates
from $2 to $4.
The divisions of sanitary
engineering and water quality
will accept comments on the
proposed regulations at a public
hearing, 3 p. m., May 7, in the
auditorium of the Capital Plaza
Tower in Frankfort. All
opinions expressed at the
hearing will be considered
before final regulations are
drafted and adopted.
New 'Pioneers' Follow
Boone's Trace In State
Five men stepped out of
history Monday and into
Kentucky as a group of hikers
led by 72-year-old Ivey Moore of
Yadkin Valley, N. C., crossed
the state line at Cumberland
Gap. The walkers are following
the Boone Trace, the doorway
into Kentucky, opened by
Daniel Boone in 1775. The hike is
a commemoration of the
beginning of the Wilderness
Road and the 200th anniversary
of the construction of Fort
Boonesborough.
The hikers, dressed in
authentic pioneer garb, in-
cluding coonskin caps, bullet
pouches and deerskin clothing,
left North Wilkesboro, N. C. on
April 10, on their 384-mile
reenactment of Boone's travels.
They are camping on the way as
well as being honored by the
communities through which
they pass.
Accompanying Ivey Moore on
the trip are Marshall Ralph
Hooker, 68, of Greenfield, Mo.;
Art Lain, 18, and Charles Burke,
28, of Richmond, Ky., and Mr.
Moore's nephew, young Ivey
Moore, 14, of Lenoir, N. C. The
Moores are descendents of
Daniel Boone and young Ivey
lives on land in North Carolina
once owned by the sons of
Daniel Boone's brother.
The group plans to arrive at
Fort BoonAborough for the
bicentennial celebration at 1
p.m. on May 9, 1975. Hooker is
carrying a stone from the
foundation of the Boone family
cabin in North Carolina, which
he plans to present to the
Kentucky Department of Parks
for display in the Fort
Boonesborough museum. He is
also carrying a muzzle-loading
rifle which once belonged to
Daniel Boone.
The hikers were welcomed to
Kentucky by local officials and
residents of Middlesboro and
Bell County. Also on hand were




The commission plans a
celebration to welcome the
walkers to Fort Boonesborough.
Six hundred children from
Richmond City Schools will
present an historical skit.
Awards ceremonies in the af-
ternoon will be followed by a
burgoo supper, square dancing,
Indian dancing and stories
around the campfire.
This is the second trip on the
Boone Trace for Marshall
Hooker, who made a similar
trek 10 years ago. When asked if
things had changed much in 10
years, he reolied, trath.
more cars—people are crazy to
mess upi•this beautiful country




Christopher Davis, 14 years
old, boarded a - bus the other
day and sat down in the back
seat.
The bus started moving
without either the conductor
or driver aboard and as wom-
en passengers began scream-
ing, David dashed from the
back of the bus, pulled on the
emergency brake and
stopped the runaway bus.
EXILES' PLEA
More than 500 Tartars,
exiled in 1044 from the Tatar
republic in the Crimea by
Stalin, have written Soviet
chief Leonid Brezhnev asking
to be allowed to return to
their homeland.
The new "pioneers" have
been walking 15-20 miles each
day and some days as many as
25 miles. Mr. Moore described a
25-mile trek as "a long day and
a short night." Despite the long
marches and delays along the
way, the group is right on
schedule. They will camp in the
Richmond City Park on May 8
and will be accompanied on the
last leg of the trek by a
delegation from Fort
Boonesborough, the Madison
Central Indian Band, the
Mercer Frontier Brigade from
West Point, Ky., and well-
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...about building a stronger economy for Kentucky. Governor.
Julian Carroll'has already begun an aggressive campaign to bring
new jobs to Kentucky. He is working to make certain that people.
employed now maintain their jobs, that those not working get their
jobs back, and that new jobs will be available for our constantly
expanding work force. Overall, Governor Julian  Carroll will use
all of his regources as gOvernot to provide every Kentuckian who
wants to work the opportunity to earn a decent living.
...about providing quality education for all Kentuckians.
In addition lo improving Kentucky's elementary and secondary
educational systems in the next four years, Governor Julian .
Carroll will see that our Commonwealth's vocational education
needs are met. Seven new vocational centers will be built through-
out Kentucky, using funds previously allocated for three more
state office buildings in Frankfort. These centers will give every
Kentuckian the opportunity to learn a professional trade and to
earn a worthwhile wage. With a better trained,
services, and better paychecks. 
well-educated work
force, all Kentuckians will benefit.., from better products, better
...about establishing a secure, healthy lifestyle for Kentucky's .
Senior Citizens. Too often in the past, our Commonwealth's Senior
Citizens have been forced to depend on an ill-funded, PoodY
re
administered government agency for assistance. Governor Julian
Carroll has put an end to that. He has already funded programs
that will enable Kentucky's Senior Citizens to enjoy all the benefits
of the Older Atnericiiis -Act not fully enjoyed thus far. AM ,
should Washington reduce the proposed 8.7% increase in Social
Security Income scheduled for July I, Julian Carroll will make up
ti‘e difference with state funds. Kentucky's Senior Citizens will find
Julian Carroll responsive to their needs.
...about being governed by an administration that is frugal, effi-
cient, and totally honest. Governor Julian Carroll believes that each
tax dollar collected forms a bond of trust.. .requiring each state
employee to spend that money as if it were his or her own. And
Governor Carroll has already taken steps to reduce state
spending. He makes appointments based on professionalism, not
politics. His young, dedicated staff firmly believes that "Good
Government is Good Politics." And finally, throughout his
fourteen years of state public service, Governor Julian Carroll has
always been an outspoken advocate of openness in government.
He believes that each tax dollar you pay is still your money. That
each prograft initiated is your program. That in every instance,
state government is accountable to you. Because Governor
Julian Carroll knows that you are the state!
Cast Your Vote On May 27 For The Man Who Cares About
Governor Julian_Carroll for the Future of Kentucky!
For A Free Ride To The Polls Coir753-6950 or 7534717 .
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Thailand Adapting Itself To
Live With Communist Neighbors
BANGKOK, Thailand ( AP ) — "I can't deny the old saying
Thailand is adapting itself to about us that we bend with the
live with Communist neighbors wind," said Foreign Minister
and mooing out ot &lam* Cliatichai Choonhaven, a sup-
of close association with the porter of U.S. Indochina policy.
-You and I know which wind is
blowing stronger now."
Chatichai ordered all minis-
tries including defense to col-
lect all U.S.-Thai agreement
documents and present them to
him within two months. He is
then to present policy sugges-
tions to the National Security
Council and the cabinet.
The Thai ambassador to
Washington, who was recalled
last week in protest over U.S.
use of Thai bases for the rescue
operation, will help review Thai
_policy.
It will take a period of time
before our two countries will be
back to the level of previous
close relations again," the for-
eign minister said.
When a couple get into an
United States.
Communist influence appears
to be greater than ever since
two Indochina states have been
taken over by the Communists
and the third is slipping fast in
that direction.
The waning of American in-
fluence was accelerated by the
U.S. decision to send Marines
to Thailand for the Mayaguez
rescue against the expressed
will of the Thai government.
With three Communist dele-
gations visiting Thailand this
month, pressing for total with-
drawal of the remaining Ameri-
can forces in the country,
Prime Minister Kukrit Pramoj
has begun collecting facts of
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argument they normally need
time to readjust to one anoth-
er," he said. "And usually the
couple come back to live to-
gether happily."
But some high-clinking polia__
makers in the Foreign Ministry
say U.S.-Thai relations may
never return to the period be-
fore the Mayaguez incident.
"We are being pressured by
the strong east and north wind
which began before the fall of
Indochinese capitals," said a
Thai diplomat.
Within two weeks this month
official delegations came from
Saigon and Hanoi. Both have
demanded that Thailand could
not establish relations with
them unless all U.S. forces are
withdrawn from Thai soil.
North Korean diplomats, who
also visited this month, posed
no preconditions for opening re-
lations but also urged removal
of U.S. forces.
"We must readjust ourselves
to these demands because the
Communists are next door to us
now. No matter how much we




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Robert E. (Bob) Gable is the
heavy favorite to capture the
Republican nomination for gov-
ernor Tuesday.
He says that successful ex-
perience within the free enter-
prise system has given him in-
sight into the proper roles of
government and commerce.
Gable, 41, unsuccessfully
sought nomination for the U.S.
Senate in a 1972 campaign
against Louie B. Nunn, the for-
mer governor.
Born in New York City,
Gable now is chairman of the
Stearns Coal and Lumber Co.
at Stearns, a family business
since 1902. He lives at Frank-
fort with his wife Emily and
their three children, Jim, 15,
Beth, 13, and John, 9.
He served as parks commis-
sioner under the Nunn adminis-
tration from 1967 to 1970 and
has been active in both Ken-
tucky and Tennessee politics,
serving as coordinator of Ten-
nessee Sen. Howard Baker's
campaign in 1966 and as fi-
nance chairman of Republican
Tom Emberton's unsuccessful
try for governor in 1971.
Gable said his basic theme is
that government should con-
cern itself with "creating and
protecting opportunity for indi-
vidual responsibility and free-
dom rather than proliferation
of the bureaucracy and depend-
ency among its constituents."
He has been active in civic
activities in both Stearns and
Frankfort and also on a nation-
al level. In 1969 he was named
one of the outstanding young
men of Kentucky by the state
Jaycees.
Gable, an Episcopalian, was
educated at Deerfield Academy
and Stanford University, where
he obtained a degree in 1956.
He served after graduation as
an officer in the U.S. Navy.
T. WILLIAM KLEIN
Klein, of Louisville, has been
a frequent candidate for state
and local offices, he is 60.
Klein was an unsuccessful
candidate for the GOP nomi-
nation for mayor of Louisville
in 1973 and also ran for that of-
fice in 1965.
He tried to run for 3rd Dis-
trict congressman in 1966, but
failed to get on the ballot. In
1967 he ran for Republican
nomination as lieutenant gover-
nor
Klein is a graduate of St. Xa-
vier High School in Louisville
and attended the old Jefferson
School of Law. He ran against
Sen. Marlow Cook in the 1974
Republican senatorial primary.
ELMER BEGLEY JR.
Begley is 30, the minimum
age to be eligible as a guberna-
torial candidate. He is a Hyden
coal operator.
Begley is the son of the late
Elmer Begley, who was secre-
Jary of state during the Nunn _
administration.
He ran for Court of Appeals
clerk in 1971, but lost in the
GOP primary.
One of Begley's main planks
is the return of much more
money from the coal severance
tax to coal-producing counties.
GRANVILLE THOMAS
Thomas, 72, has run unsuc-




Graham Flynn, 12 years old,
doesn't bring such prosaic
gifts as apples to his teacher
— he presented Michael
Purcell with a four-inch live
bomb instead.
Graham found the bomb in
a wartime airfield near his
bon* and thought it might in-
terest his teacher — the bomb
was exploded by army
experts — CNS
ant governor and U.S. Senator.
He worked for 23 years in
Eastern Kentucky coal mines
and served as a carpenter and
electrician at the atomic power
plant at Oak Ridge, Tenn. He
finished the eighth grade and
attended electrician schools.
Thomas is married, has three
children and is a Baptist.
•
Question Marks Exert Drag On Forecast
NEW YORK (AP) — Some
craggy question marks are ex-
erting a drag on the consensus
forecast, which calls for eco-
nomic activity to accelerate in
the second half of the year.
Most economists you talk to
these days expect # slow recov-
ery to begin almosit any month
now, after six straight quarters
of declining production. But it
could be slower than expected.
So far, neither producer nor
consumer is showing any en-
thusiasm about putting his
money on the line. Individuals
are saving their money and
paying off bills. Industry is cut-
ting its capital spending plans.
Some lenders aren't particu-
lar4 eager to shove their mon-
ey flito the hands of borrowers,
and the feeling is that these
lenders fear a return to higher
Interest rates. Why, then, lend
money now at lower rates?
The most noticeable apathy
involves business plans for
spending on new plants and
equipment. Recent estimates
show that very little if any ad-
dition to capacity is likely in
1975.
The McGraw-Hill survey of
business plans show an antici-
pated spendng increase of only
5 per cent over 1974 plant-
equipment expenditures, an in-




Applications from 15 Kentucky
counties for needed physicians
have been approved by the
National Health Service Corp,
the Department for Human
Resources (DHR) announced
today. As many as 34 doctors
could begin practicing in the




Hancock counties have ap-
provals for two physicians each.
Forcisville and Hartford, in Ohio
County, are both approved for
two physicians. In Webster
County, Providence and Sebree
are approved for two physicians
each, and still pending is
Sebree's application for dental
personnel.
Last year, the Center for
Comprehensive Health Systems
Development in DHR received
applications for 48 physicians,
12 dentists and five "physician
extenders" from counties which
were designated "critical
shortage areas" for medical
personnel. ("Physician ex-
tenders" are allied health
personnel such as nurse-
practitioners or nurse-
midwives, who ̀iiiirk with a
doctor and relieve him or saiiie
duties so that he can make more
efficient use of his professional
skills.)
The National Health Services
recruits physicians and dentists
to work in rural areas for a two-
year term of service. The
doctors may select from a list of
approved positions. Ap-
plications for Health Service
personnel must be initiated by
either a governmental agency
or a non-profit organization.
The applicant should have the
endorsements of the county and
state professional societies
(medical society or dental
society), regional and state
health planning agencies and
the city or county government,
if the application did not
originate from that govern-
ment
wholly by inflation.
Perhaps even more important
is the finding that less than half
of the nearly $50 billion that
manufacturers expect to spend
this year is earmarked for ex-
pansion. Instead, it will be used
for replacement and modern-
ization.
Based on present conditions,
it is understandable why busi-
ness is reluctant to spend. The
gap between potential output
As of Jan. 29, only six
physicians had committed
themselves to settling in
Kentucky. Three will go to
Knott County, two to Menifee
and one to Leslie. (Leslie's
application was approved one
year ago, but it was only this
year that a physician has
elected to move to that county.)
..They will take up their positions
•io July.
To date, the National Health
Service Corps has neither ap-




and actual output is close to 14
per cent. There is simply too
much idle capacity.
Nevertheless, the suggestion
is plain that if business was ex-
pecting a sharp upturn it would
have to begin building now, in
order to have its plants ready
for increased demand. It isn't
figures much lower than origi-
nally projected for this year,
and to keep some plants idle or
at reduced work loads for
many weeks to come
Americans just aren't buying
automobiles, which says some-
thing about their confidence in
the future. Typically, when con-
doing so.
Indicative of the mood are ticket ilirris` suffer the mOSt.-
the plans of the automotive in- And consumer expectations






At issue in this State Senate race is who can best associate with the
many problems and concerns of our people. I believe my educational
background and personal experience as a life long farmer is the best
qualifications a person can possess.
I have made no political promises. I am personally and publicity
unobligated. Therefore, if given the opportunity to serve as your next
State Senator I feel I will be in a position to be a real working State
Senator for all the people.
The size of the district has made it virtually impossible to meet and
talk with each of you personally. However, if elected as your next State
Senator I give you the assurance that I will be available at all times to
discuss with you your concerns and problems. Therefore, I am per-
sonally asking for your consideration, your support, and your vote on
May 27th for RONNIE JACKSON STATE SENATOR
Democratic Primary May 27,1975
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VOTE
BILL SULLIVA
LT. GOVERNOR OF KENTUCKY
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY MAY 27
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Roots Of Kentucky Governor's
Strength Are Financial Leeway
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) . —
The administrator of the state's
most populous county is chal-
lenging the current governor in
the Democratic gubernatorial
primary.
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach is trying to head off
Gov. Julian Carroll's bid for a
full four-year term. Carroll
took over last December when
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford took of-
fice in Washington.
Others in the primary are
state Auditor Mary Louise
Foust and Robert McCreary
Johnson of Louisville.
-N-APritticky governor is pow-
erful — some have said the
most powerful in any state —
under the 1891 state Con-
stitution which reduced the role
of the legislature.
The roots of a governor's
strength are the financial lee-
way available to him and the
authority to make a wide varie-
ty of appointments in every
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orn 44 years ago in the
Eastern Kentzky cqSfields,
Johnson was astritlie member
of the UAW-CIO for 10 years.
He founded the Retired Miners
Association.
For the past 13 years he has
been in the music business —
tuning, moving, repairing and
rebuilding pianos and organs.
-I handle each instrument as
though I were going to be the
one playing it," he says.
Johnson, making his first bid
for public office, said his im-
paired vision does not affect his
ability to lead people.
L. J. (TODD) HOLLENBACH
Reared on a family farm in
eastern Jefferson County, Hol-
lenbach is the youngest man
ever elected Jefferson County
judge.
In that administrative posi-
tion he serves over 74 metro-
politan area cities, including
Louisville. His constituency
comprises one-fourth of Ken-
tucky's population.
He also serves as chairman
of the county's legislature, the
fiscal court. Given home rule
authority in 1972 by the General
Assembly, it exercises coun-





A Southern California firm
uphas put a notice certain to
inspire its workers to greater
efforts.
''Rernember our new in-
centive program. One mis-




Jim and Arthur Mowforth,
66-year-old identical twins
who were inseparable at
school and whose careers in
the RAF were almost iden-
tical, died on the same day
from the same illness.
Jim died in Bristol, Eng-
land, and Arthur in Windsor,
93 miles away — both had
heart attacks. — CNS
Carroll has been lieutenant
governor for three years and a
House member for 10,years. He
first entered public life at 29 in
1961 when he ran for the House
in his home county of
McCracken.
During his fourth term, Car-
roll was elected speaker in 1968
and again in 1970.
In 1971 he became the run-
ning mate of former Gov. Bert
Combs in the Democratic pri-
mary. Carroll went on to win
the nomination and tken, the
 election in the fall.
Carroll attended Paducah
Junior College after graduating
from Heath High School where
he was student body president
and class salutarian.
He was graduated from the
University of Kentucky in 1954
as a political science major and
received his law degree from
UK in 1956.
Carroll helped finance his
education by working for the
Fayette County Agriculture
Stabilization and Conservation
office. After his discharge from
the Air Force he returned to
Paducah to open a law firm.
The governor was charter
president of the Paducah Op-
timist Club and continues as an
active member. He also is a
former Jaycee and holds mem-
rships in the McCracken
County and American Bar As-
sociations.
In 1966-67, Carroll was mod-
erator of the Kentucky Synod,
the highest layman office in the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
He is 41. He and his wife
Charlann have three children:
Kenneth, 19, a sophomore at
Western Kentucky University;
Patrice, 18, a freshman at Mur-
ray State University, and Brad-
ley, 10. Mrs. Carroll is ex-
pecting another child in June.
MARY LOUISE FOUST
Miss Foust, eiectea uu-ee
times to the post of auditor of
public accounts, is both a certi-
fied public accountant and li-
censed attorney.
Born in New Albany, Ind.,
she attended high school at
Shelbyville. She received a
bachelor's degree in economics
from Georgetown, Ky., College
and her law degree from the
University of Louisville.
She began her career. with
the Bank of Shelbyville in 1938
and later worked for the state
Revenue Department, E.I. du-
Pont de Nemours in Charles-
town, Ind., the Public Assist-
ance Division in Frankfort and
U.S. Steel Corp. in New Albany,
After working for a CPA firm
in Louisville, she started her
own practice.
Miss Foust has taught classes
in accounting at the University
of Kentucky and Kentucky
State University. She belongs to
many civic and professional or-
ganizations and is listed in
Who's Who of American Worn-
Who's Who of the South and--
World Who's Who in Commerte—
and Industry.. She also attended At The Final Rally
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The governor draws up a new
budget every two years and
presents it to the legislature,
which rarely can or does
change it. Thus he in effect
controls expenditures.
Traditionally a governor also
controls the General Assembly
— by means such as choosing
or approving leadership posts
and his veto power.




many judges presiding over
criminal, civil, juvenile, traffic,
probate and ecology courts.
A graduate of Notre Dame
University, Hollenbach received
his law degree from the Uni-
versity of Louisville. He was a
trial lawyer before running for
county judge in 1969, and was
re-elected in 1973 by the largest
number of votes every cast in
Jefferson.
Hollenbach takes credit for
creation of what he calls the
world's first ecology court and
claims to have created the first
local energy commission in the
nation.
He is married to Carroll De-
Hart Hollenbach and they have
three children: Todd, 14; John,
13, and Caroline (Winkle 11.
Hollenbach attended Trinity
-High School at Louisville.
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END
AN OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE ALL THE PEOPLE OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY AS THEIR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR - AS I HAVE DONE FOR
THE PAST THREE YEARS AS THEIR ATTORNEY GENERAL. JT IS TIME THAT
ALL CITIZENS ARE REPRESENTED - NOT JUST A SELECT FEW - AND THAT
ALL CITIZENS BE SERVED WITH HONESTY, INTEGRITY AND A DEDICA-
TION TO SEEING THEIR TAX DOLLAR IS SPENT WISELY AND IN THEIR BEST
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License Plates Depends 
Your Individual HoroscopeOn State, City, County  Frances Drake
By The Associated Press
What a car owner pays for
license plates each year may
depend not only on what state
he lives in, but in what city or
county. It may depend on what
his car weighs, what he paid sales, yearly excise, etc. — can
VIA..Mli'^illtglto".75erP st8ron1l? by state, but
Wer has or On a Com-
bination of several of these.
The owner renewing registra-
tion on the old family buggy, a
1971 four-door Ford Maverick
for example, could pay as little
as $3 in Louisiana or as much
as $60.01 in Montana.
He would pay $20 in neighbor-
ing Maryland and Delaware,
but in Delaware the fee would
be a flat charge for all cars
while in Maryland the charge
would be based on the car's
weight.
In 22 states there is a base
fee for a license plate, though
in some of these special taxes
are added. Another 22 states
base the charge on weight,
three base it on cost, two -on
horsepower and one on age of
the car. Some of these states
use more than one factor.
Comparisons are difficult, be-
cause some states add certain
taxes to the fee for the license,
or registration, while others
charge the same taxes but do
so separately. These include
personal property taxes, excise







I am opposed to:
Needless spending
lam in favor of:
1. Free limited use of the city dump for Murray citizens.
2. Better use of and more satisfaction among city em-
ployees.
What is being paid to the
state for car ownership will in-
clude sales tax when the car is
bought in some states; in oth-
ers it will not.
The various taxes — onetime
from city to city and county to
county.
The Louisiana man who paid
$3 registration would have paid
a 3 per cent sales tax at the
time he bought the car. He
would not have to pay a person-
al property tax unless he lived
in Orleans Parish.
In Montana, the owner of the
same car would have paid a 11/2
per cent sales tax based on fac-
tory list price and each year
would pay a property tax in the
county where he lives and a $1
junk-car disposal fee. The
$60.01 fee for a '71 Maverick is
based on Lewis and Clark
County and would be a few dol-
lars more or less in other coun-
ties.
Some states add small
charges such as the $1 junk-car
disposal fee in Montana. In
Utah, it's a $1.25 driver educa-
tion fee. In the city and county
of Honolulu, but not in the rest
of Hawaii, there is a 50-cent fee
for beautification of highways
and junked car disposal,
In some states there Is a re-
fund on plates if the car is de-
stroyed.
This Advalisabea pad tor by da Candidate
FOR SATURDAY, MAY 24,1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES 
Mar. 21 to AP erpr. 28) 44-
Avoid a tendency to "fly off
the handle" if you feel wronged.
If you MUST express griev-
ances, do so in a diplomatic
manner.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tikil
You can achieve most in your
own surroundings now —
discussing ideas and plans with
compatible friends and asso-
ciates.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11451-
Shun negative thinking and
indecisiveness. Positive and
constructive action needed.
Consider all potentials and
choose those which best fit your
needs.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 490
You may be too close to a
problem. A close friend could
have a different — and better —
solution. Listen carefully.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) vfotttt
Organize your schedule so as
to eliminate time-wasting
confusion. A good activity day
for those born under this Sign.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
Be careful how you express
yourself now. Reach con-
clusions in a logical, orderly
manner. Your decisions could
affect many.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arz,
Your judgment vindicated. A
message from someone "in the
know" will confirm your own
beliefs and decisions.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Curb your natural inclination
toward unconventionality.
MeV
Indiscretion now could lead to
trouble later.
SAGM'ARRJS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )60.
Your imagination highly
stiniulated and, while you may
not capitalize on new ideas
immediately, they should ' be
highly productive in the future.
CAPRICORN
bee. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
Be especially cooperative
with associates. Good team-
work will produce better results
than lone-wolf action
AQUARB36",s
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Sometimes your own im-
pulsiveness gets you into
trouble, but sow spur-of-the-
moment activities launched
now could have surprisingly
good results.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
Persistence will be the key to
advancing your personal plans.
Keep trying and friends Will
rally 'round and give their
support.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a bright and
clever mind; are skilled in
many fields but are inclined to
scatter your energies to the
detriment of nerves and health.
You have both artistic and
executive talents, but may
reach the greateit heights of
success through writing,
sculpture or music. Governed
by Mercury, the "winged
messenger of the gods," you
can excel in any field of com-
munication, in all branches of
aviation, in any, career which
involves travel. You are a
dreamer and an idealist, but
don't just daydream. The
Geminian needs ACTION to be
truly successful. Birthdate of:
Victoria, Queen of England;





West Germany's largest in-
dustrial firm, is in a slump
mainly because of the col-
lapse of the American market
which had accounted for one-
third of its sales.
Eight of Volkswagen's
plants in Germany are run-
ning at only 60 per cent
capacity and it is expected
that about 25,000 of the 133,000
workers now employed will
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Hancock Expects To Spend Only
$13,000 On Campaign For Post
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API—
Atty. Gen. Ed W. Hancock said
his last report "showed I spent
about $10,000" on his campaign
for the Democratic nomination
for lieutenant governor, and
Hancock said he expects .to
spend only about $3,000 more.
Commenting on the fact that
some of his opponents have
spent considerably more in
their campaigns, Hancock said,
"A couple or three of the candi-
dates have spent so much mon-
ey people are to be suspect
about who they're going to be
controlled by if they happen to
win."
Hancock said, "I've been in






Monday, May 26, 1975
Have a Happy Safe Holiday
ones I lack are five counties in
the seventh district and fifth
district, my home district,
which I saved until last in case
I couldn't make them all."
Hancock said the chief plank
in his platform is his promise
that he will get something done
about crime to make the
streets safer for all Kentuck-
ians.
He also said he wants tu
"tighten up the parole laws and
stop this revolving door-type
system of criminal justice
we've got in the penitentiarys."
Hancock said he has not en-
dorsed anyone for governor be-
cause "I'm running completely
independent like I did when I
ran for attorney general."
Hancock said he would also
like to make some changes in
juvenile laws if he's elected.
"In my travels around the
state I have found a lot of coun-
ty judges feel so helpless where
juveniles commit certain
crimes when they're under 16
years of age," he said.
Hancock said "unless its a
class A felony or capital crime
you can't do anything with a ju-
venile under 16 except to com-
mit him to the Department of
Human Resources."
He said most judges don't
feel they have enough flexibil-
ity in dealing with juveniles
and he wants to give them
more flexibility in that area.
Your diet may
nose migraine
LONDON — Diet causes
migraine and most victims
could keep the headaches
away by carefully controlling
what they eat, according to a
survey by L. Katharina
Dalton.
Migraines are triggered by
alcohol, citrus fruits, choco-'
late, cheese and going with-
out food for too long at a time,
the report, published in the





Paul Shapiro is qualified. He is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky and has been a practicing at-
torney since 1963.
Paul Shapiro is experienced. He is a former Murray
Prosecutor. A Public Defender and a Principal Attorney
for the State of Kentucky.
Paul Shapiro is active in the community. He is a past
president of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees and




Paid political advertising paid for by Paul Shapiro
Your Vote for Dwane Jones will. . .
*Keep the office open through the Noon Hour
*Keep the office open until 6 p. m. on Fridays
You Deserve this - The office exists for you
Dwane is Qualified
Experience
Salesman & Accounts Receivable Bookkeeper for Thurman Furniture
Manager of Old Railroad Salvage Store
Salesman at Crass Furniture
Education
Graduate of Kirksey High School
Attended Murray State University 21/2 years as a business
ministration major. -
Advertilement paaior Ittfriends of the ca
ndidate,. _
Notice
For Those People Desiring
A Ride To The Polls On
Election Day,May 27, Please
Phone 753-6119
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